Results. Recovery. Repeat.

Success starts before competition. Purina® SuperSport™ Supplement supports muscle recovery and sustained performance so your horse can perform day after day. Talk to your retailer, or visit purinamills.com/SuperSport
NEW 2020 CONCEALED CARRY STYLES
Wagonhound Land & Livestock Co.

Steadfast in Maintaining the Highest Standards

Red Angus Cattle • American Quarter Horses
Farming • Outfitting

WR This Cats Smart
(Low Brow Cat - The Smart Look, by Smart Little Lena)

An NCHA & NRCHA Leading Sire since 2010!
Foals have earned more than $14,000,000

FEE: $3,500 - Calves Free
Standing at: Four Sixes Ranch (655) 674-6773

Wagonhound Land and Livestock Co. LLC • 1061 Poison Lake Road, Douglas, WY 82633
(307) 356-7020 • www.wagonhound.com
Thank you Paint Rock Canyon for generously providing the videographer for all of the Legends of Ranching events!

Hyattville, WY 82428 • (307) 469-2447
Jim Miller
MOUNTAIN PLAINS AGENCY, INC.
FORT COLLINS | 970-206-0800
www.mountainplainsagency.com
jim@mountainplainsagency.com

Equine protection for your love of horses side.

Please join us Friday, April 23
at 5:00 pm for the Purina Mix N Mingle in the Temple Grandin Equine Center
Peace of mind at no extra cost

When you protect your horse with INNOVATOR vaccines, you are also protected with our Equine Immunization Support Guarantee. This reimburses up to $5,000 for diagnostic and treatment costs if a veterinarian properly administers one of these vaccines and the horse later contracts the disease.*

*Please see the Zoetis Equine Immunization Support Guarantee certificate for complete details and requirements.

ZOETIS EQUINE IMMUNIZATION SUPPORT GUARANTEE

Zoetis is proud to partner with veterinarians to assure horse owners that their horses are receiving the best possible health care and disease protection.

Zoetis will support reasonable diagnostic and treatment costs up to $5,000 if a horse properly vaccinated with one of our core or risk-based antigens contracts the corresponding equine disease:

**CORE DISEASES VACCINATED AGAINST**
- Eastern equine encephalomyelitis (EEE)
- Rabies
- Tetanus
- West Nile
- Western equine encephalomyelitis (WEE)

**RISK-BASED DISEASES VACCINATED AGAINST**
- Equine Influenza
- Equine rhinopneumonitis (respiratory) caused by equine herpesvirus types 1 (EHV-1) and 4 (EHV-4)
- Venezuelan equine encephalomyelitis (VEE)

- Program offers direct financial support specific to lack of vaccine efficacy for any properly vaccinated horse, pony or mule. Does not include any other adverse events associated with vaccine administration.
- Horse must be vaccinated by a licensed veterinarian with an established client-patient relationship.
- Veterinarian or clinic must be the primary point of contact for this support program to be valid. Zoetis will direct all requests from horse owners, breeders, etc., to the vaccinating veterinarian who in turn will notify the support request on the form.
- At the time of the support request, veterinarians must collaborate with Zoetis to confirm appropriate diagnostic and treatment regimen. A diagnosis must be made using a lab test predominant by VMPS. To contact VMPS, call 888-ZOETIS-8585 (888-963-8585).
- Veterinarians must submit a copy of medical records pertinent to the case, including vaccine brand, serial number and date of vaccination.
- Support requests involving foals less than 6 months of age, or involving onset of disease within three weeks of completing the initial immunization series, are not covered.
- Horse must have received an age-appropriate, initial vaccination series per the vaccine label. A Zoetis vaccine must be the most recent vaccine used in the series.
- All payments made under the immunization support program may require a signed consent form from the veterinarian and/or horse owner.

Zoetis reserves the right to modify this program at any time and for any reason.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horse Name</th>
<th>Veterinarian Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

All trademarks are the property of Zoetis (formerly Pfizer) or licensed companies or a horse unless otherwise noted. © 2021 Zoetis Inc. All rights reserved. CEW-09711
Northern Colorado Feeders Supply
(970) 482-7303
300 Hickory St. Fort Collins, CO
"Family owned and operated for over 45 years!"

Purina Certified Expert Dealer
Horse
Cattle
Goats
Sheep
Swine
Chickens
Wild Bird
Exotic Animals
Wildlife
Fish
Farm & Ranch
Animal Health

Legends of Ranching
Performance Horse Sale
Mark your calendar!
April 2022
Results don’t happen overnight. It takes passion, dedication, hard work and the right nutrition to reach your goals. For 25 years, Platinum Performance® has been improving the lives of horses by impacting health, from the inside, through advanced nutrition. No matter the level of achievement we seek, the love and care for our horses start from a place deep inside of us all.

THE POWER OF NUTRITION STARTS WITHIN.
Littleton Equine Medical Center is a full-service primary care, referral, and emergency veterinary hospital. We provide complete care for your equine athlete or companion both in our hospital and in the field. Since 1950, it has been our mission to raise the standard for exceptional equine care through passion, compassion and professionalism.

303-794-6359
8025 S. Sante Fe Dr.
Littleton, CO 80120
24-HR Emergency Service

www.littletonequine.com
Five Rivers is a proud supporter of the Legends of Ranching program.

To learn more about our dedication to the future, follow us on social media or visit www.fiverriverscattle.com
We buy, sell, trade and consign

Over 250 new and used saddles in stock and a great selection of new and used tack we’re sure to have what your looking for!

Visit us at our new location:
1003 Ash St. Gilcrest, CO

Bring in this ad to get
15% OFF any new tack item over $50
10% OFF any new saddle

***excludes Fabtron saddles, High Horse saddles, consignment and/or trade-in items***
START THEM RIGHT
Protect Your Passion™

Equine Mortality/Theft
Major Medical
Emergency Colic Surgery
Agreed Value

Call Today for a No Obligation Quote
800-752-2472
www.equisure-inc.com

EQUISURE, INC.
INSURING THE HORSE WORLD

EQUISURE, INC.
INSURANCE
Ranch, Rural & Equine Property Experts

Proud Supporters of Colorado State University

Your Source for All Things Horse in the Yampa Valley
Scott Murdock trailer sales
(970) 663-1100
MURDOCKTRAILERS.COM
Loveland, Colorado
287 RANCH SUPPLY

STOP BY THE STORE OR BOOTH AT THE SALE

SADDLES
TACK
WESTERNWEAR
CUSTOM LEATHER DESIGNS AND REPAIRS
FARRIER SUPPLIES
FEED AND BEDDING
LASER ENGRAVING

287RANCHSUPPLY.COM

970-493-7322
120 N US HWY 287 FT COLLINS, CO 80524
HIS CAVVY FOUNDATION

"A LOT OF PEOPLE DOING A LITTLE, MAKES A HUGE DIFFERENCE!"

His Cavvy is a non-profit organization with a desire to help families in the ranching community. Whether it is a financial burden due to medical needs, or more specific needs catered to individual families, our hope is to see communities come together and support friends through tough times.

Galatians 6:2 says "Carry each other's burdens, and in this way you will fulfill the law of Christ." So please join us and spread the word on what His Cavvy is doing.

Find us on Facebook or Instagram
Visit our website at www.hiscavvyfoundation.com
Please call us with any questions Cody Harris 307-679-6133 or Victoria Harris 503-756-9673

Thank you for joining us at the

Legends of Ranching
Performance Horse Sale
ART OF THE COWGIRL
2021 SUMMER EVENT

JOIN US JUNE 24-27, 2021
BOZEMAN, MT

Master Artist Demonstrations • Elite Ranch Horse Sale • Live Art Auction
Horsemanship Demonstrations • Hands-on Workshops • Women’s Ranch Rodeo
Western Music • Trade Show • All Women’s Bridle Horse Challenge

artofthecowgirl.com
PROUD SPONSOR OF Legends of Ranching

Ron's Equipment Company

NOW SERVING TWO LOCATIONS

970-221-5296 906 N. HIGHWAY 287 FORT COLLINS, CO 80524
303-732-4321 33894 HIGHWAY 52 KEENESBURG, CO 80643
BUILT WITH PASSION, WORN WITH PRIDE.

Greeley Hat Works
Since 1909

1.888.FOR.A.HAT
GreeleyHatWorks.com/shop
Thank you John & Michelle Larson for donating these beautiful commercial Angus replacement heifers!

HIP #1

All of the proceeds go directly back to the Legends of Ranching Program!
I would like to welcome everyone to the 15th annual Legends of Ranching (LOR) Performance Horse Sale. As Colorado State University navigates the academic year amid a global pandemic, it goes without saying that our entire CSU community is experiencing many firsts.

What stands as a constant is the excellence of the Legends of Ranching Program within the College of Agricultural Sciences. The LOR is a unique program that engages many CSU undergraduate and graduate students from varying backgrounds with diverse scholastic and professional goals. There is no better educational opportunity than a “hands-on” experience for a student. Colorado State University is extremely proud of the Legends of Ranching Program and it would not be possible without the generous and kind support of our many valued consignors and sponsors.

The impact to the Legends of Ranching program as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic has been largely positive. While it has changed many aspects of the students’ lives, the need to care for and educate students and horses has remained the same. By virtue of many of the universities class offerings becoming virtual, many students have experienced additional flexibility in their class schedules. This has allowed students to take advantage of additional instruction opportunities outside of regularly scheduled labs. As a result, the students and horses have progressed more efficiently and been able to obtain a greater depth of knowledge.

Thank you for your continued support of the Legends of Ranching Program!

John Snyder
Legends of Ranching Program, Director
(970) 491-8373 | john.snyder@colostate.edu
www.csuequine.com
Thank you for supporting the Legends of Ranching Program!
Schedule of events & General Information

Friday, April 23

8:00 am  Legends of Ranching Futurity, Derby & Maturity Horse Show
1:00 pm  Sale horses will be on-site and available for viewing
5:00 pm  Purina Mix N Mingle in the Temple Grandin Equine Center

Saturday, April 24

8:00 am  Buyer Registration at the Sale Office in B.W. Pickett Arena
10:00 am  Sale horse preview begins
12:00 pm  CSU Right Horse Program Presentation
Followed by Complimentary BBQ Lunch sponsored by Purina Mills
1:00 pm  Legends of Ranching Performance Horse Sale begins

Location

B.W. Pickett Equine Center
Colorado State University
735 S. Overland Trail
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
Directions to the
B.W. Pickett Equine Center
From I-25, take exit 269B for State Highway 14 West.
Merge onto CO-14/Mulberry Street, heading west.
Follow Mulberry Street west for about 7 miles.
Turn left onto S. Overland Trail.
Turn right into the B.W. Pickett Equine Center, 735 S. Overland Trail.

Accommodations
Host Hotel ❖ Fort Collins Marriott
350 East Horsetooth Road, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • 970-226-5200
www.marriott.com/Fortcollins
Excellent service & endless adventure await at Marriott Fort Collins
Ask for the CSU Legends of Ranching Performance Horse Sale special rate.
Watch & Bid On-line for Free!

Can't make the sale?
Let DV Auction bring the sale to you!

Busy during the Sale?
Let DV Auction represent your bid!

Visit www.dvauction.com and Register!

It's as easy as 1, 2, 3...

1. Create an account at www.dvauction.com under the "create new account" tab.

2. Apply for bidding by clicking "apply for bidding" in the upper left corner of your screen, at least 24 hours prior to the auction.

3. Tune into the sale and make your purchases!

For General Questions
Please Contact Our Office:
(402) 316-5460 or support@dvauction.com

*High Speed Internet Access Required.
Special Notices } Buyers
Includes Absentee Bidding Information

PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS ARE CAUTIONED: Buyers should read the entire Terms and Conditions of the sale printed in this catalog.

ANNOUNCEMENTS: To avoid making costly errors, please pay attention to all announcements made from the sales office and the auction stand, especially concerning horses on which you intend to bid.

EXAMINE HORSES PRIOR TO PURCHASE: Veterinary assistance will be available at bidder’s expense, on request to the sales company prior to the sale. Veterinary exams must be requested by contacting the sale veterinarian directly—contact information available at the sales office. Veterinarian examinations must be approved by the consignor. Examine horses before bidding.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PURCHASE: After making the final bid on a horse, the buyer will be asked to complete and sign the Buyer’s Acknowledgment of Purchase Agreement. Be sure to confirm the correct hip number and price before you sign. PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME and address clearly since this document is used for transfers, invoicing and in publishing sale results.

ALL ACCOUNTS MUST BE PAID AT TIME OF SALE: All accounts must be paid in cash, check, or credit/debit card at the time of the sale. The sale office will be open ONE HOUR after completion of the sale for buyers’ convenience. Cost of collection, including attorney’s fees, will be assessed to the buyer.

CARE OF HORSES AFTER SALE: Please be reminded that TITLE OF EACH HORSE PASSES AT THE FALL OF THE GAVEL. At that time, the purchaser assumes all risk and responsibility for the horse. Purchasers are advised to contact the consignor to confirm that proper care is being provided. ALL HORSES MUST BE MOVED FROM THE SALE PREMISES BY 10:00 A.M. OF THE DAY FOLLOWING THE SALE. Any delays in shipment of horses must be approved by the sale office.

RELEASE OF HORSES: As stated in Terms and Conditions, buyers must pay for horses in the sale office and receive a payment form before release of horses may be granted to the buyer.

ONLINE BIDDING: Online bidding services WILL be available and provided by DV Auction. If a potential buyer wishes to bid on-line, they must register prior to the day of the sale.

ELIGIBILITIES AND NOMINATIONS: Every effort has been made to supply accurate information regarding known eligibilities and nominations. It is the responsibility of the buyer to confirm any nominations and/or eligibilities with each program prior to purchasing.
Sale Staff

Auctioneer
Justin Holmberg

Announcer
Spence Kidney, Wyatt Hershberger

Bid Spotters
Stacy Lee, Daniel Miller, Justin Morris, Buck Waite

Videographer & Live Feed
Andrew Jones

Online Sale Platform
DV Auction
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Thank you to our Advisory Committee members for their support, leadership and encouragement!
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Jordan Roggen  
*Rye, Colorado*  
**Class:** Graduate Teaching Assistant  
**Major:** Animal Science  

The Legends of Ranching Program provides students with hands on experience and industry connections that are unmatched. I am honored to be a part of the team and help with the sales production class.

Cheyenne DuBoise  
*Grants, New Mexico*  
**Class:** Senior  
**Major:** Equine Science  

I am in the Legends of Ranching Program to gain new experience and make connections.

Rebecca Moore  
*Yorba Linda, California*  
**Class:** Senior  
**Major:** Equine Science  

I am in the Legends of Ranching Program because of the amazing experience that it provides to my education at CSU. I have the opportunity to network with industry professionals and learn how to produce a horse sale.

Jordyn Troglin  
*Tijeras, New Mexico*  
**Class:** Senior  
**Major:** Equine Science  

The Legends of Ranching Program has allowed me to learn the logistics of putting on an event of this magnitude as well as watch young horses progress from untouched babies to broke and solid young prospects.

Leah Willms  
*Littleton, Colorado*  
**Class:** Sophomore  
**Major:** Equine Science  

The Legends of Ranching Program has been an incredible opportunity for me to meet industry professionals and expand my equine-based skill set!
Megan Corgan  
*San Diego, California*  
**Class:** Graduate Teaching Assistant  
**Major:** Animal Sciences: Livestock Behavior and Welfare  

Getting horses and students to learn together is one of the most challenging, but beyond rewarding things to be a part of. I absolutely love watching these students work their tails off to grow and progress with these horses!

Alexis Allen  
*Burbank, California*  
**Class:** Sophomore  
**Major:** Equine Science  

I am a part of the Legends of Ranching Program to expand my knowledge of horses, practice working with yearlings and younger horses, and to improve myself as a horseback rider, teammate, and as an overall person.

Regan Blair  
*Templeton, California*  
**Class:** Junior  
**Major:** Equine Science  

The Legends of Ranching Program has allowed me the experience of working with young horses that I would not have had otherwise.

Teresa Burshek  
*Fort Collins, Colorado*  
**Class:** Senior  
**Major:** Equine Science  

I desire to expand my experience with working with a variety of horses and learning from different individuals to further develop my understanding of horses and different training methods to reach a specific goal.

Courtney Chase  
*Littlerock, California*  
**Class:** Junior  
**Major:** Equine Science  

My end goal is to become a great horse trainer; with the Legends of Ranching Program I feel like I am making steps towards that goal.
Camielle Hill  
Las Vegas, Nevada  
Class: Graduated Fall 2020  
Major: Equine Science  
The Legends of Ranching Program taught me so much for my future career. I am now utilizing the knowledge that I got from LOR into my everyday life as a horsewoman, and I am grateful for the opportunities it gave me!!

Rachel Kokernak  
Chandler, Arizona  
Legends of Ranching Office Assistant  
Class: Junior  
Major: Equine Science  
The Legends of Ranching Program has shown me the different aspects of the equine industry. I am honored to be a part of a once in a lifetime opportunity that the Legends of Ranching Program provides!

Brady Groshko  
Coldwater, Michigan  
Class: Graduated Fall 2020  
Major: Equine Science  
We can always make a better horse, if we just keep trying to better ourselves.

Makenna Eichinger  
Parker, Colorado  
Class: Junior  
Major: Equine Science  
I am in the Legends of Ranching Program because I want to get a better feel when working with young horses so I can continue a career in horse training.

Brynley Dellos  
Fort Collins, Colorado  
Class: Junior  
Major: Equine Science  
I am a part of the Legends of Ranching Program to learn more about the industry and to better my horsemanship skills.
Erika Langbaum
Danville, California
Class: Junior  * Major: Agricultural Business
The Legends of Ranching Program has taught me to be a more confident and precise horseman and how to adjust myself to different situations and horses.

Kayla Lent
Temecula, California
Class: Senior  * Major: Equine Science
The Legends of Ranching Program gives students the opportunity to work with high end colts and fillies as well as some amazing trainers in the industry. It teaches teamwork and a good work ethic above all else.

Grace Leonard
Denver, Colorado
Class: Junior  * Major: Animal Science
The Legends of Ranching Program has allowed me to become more comfortable around young horses, helped me gain new skills for my 'toolbox' and made me passionate about horses in a new way.

Jacey Murphy
Kremmling, Colorado
Class: Senior  * Major: Equine Science & Zoology
The Legends of Ranching Program has given me so many opportunities to work with talented young horses and great instructors. I have learned so much and made meaningful friendships; it truly has been one of the best experiences that I have been a part of.

Gwen Orth
Tuttle, Oklahoma
Class: Senior  * Major: Equine Science
The Legends of Ranching Program is such an unmatched opportunity to get hands-on experience with young horses that I'm very thankful to be a part of.
Jennifer Smith
Arvada, Colorado
Class: Senior  Major: Equine Science
I joined the Legends of Ranching Program because it has taught me so much and it makes me be a better horseman.

Sierra Southernland
Norco, California
Class: Senior  Major: Equine Science
The Legends of Ranching Program is important to me because as much as we are challenging and pushing these horses to reach their potential, we are doing the same for one another as students.

Josie Points
Waverly, Illinois
Class: Senior  Major: Equine Science
The Legends of Ranching Program is important to me because it has taught me so much and it makes me be a better horseman.

Hannah Scheurer
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Class: Junior  Major: Equine Science
I am in the Legends of Ranching Program to learn how to efficiently start colts and improve my 'feel' when working with different horses.

Victoria Shoemaker
Casa Grande, Arizona
Class: Senior  Major: Animal Science
The Legends of Ranching Program has allowed me to gain so much confidence in myself and my ability to train horses. I am so grateful for this opportunity and to have learned from such amazing instructors.

Hannah Scheurer
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Class: Junior  Major: Equine Science
I am in the Legends of Ranching Program to learn how to efficiently start colts and improve my 'feel' when working with different horses.

Victoria Shoemaker
Casa Grande, Arizona
Class: Senior  Major: Animal Science
The Legends of Ranching Program has allowed me to gain so much confidence in myself and my ability to train horses. I am so grateful for this opportunity and to have learned from such amazing instructors.

Jennifer Smith
Arvada, Colorado
Class: Senior  Major: Equine Science
I joined the Legends of Ranching Program because previously I had mainly worked with broke show horses, and I wanted the opportunity to learn about what it takes to start a young horse that hasn't had any previous training.

Josie Points
Waverly, Illinois
Class: Senior  Major: Equine Science
The Legends of Ranching Program is important to me because it has taught me so much and it makes me be a better horseman.
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Thank you for your continued support!
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Bar Rock-N-Bean Quarter Horses is located near Eaton, Colorado, and was established by Todd and Kristen Bean. Todd, an alumnus of Colorado State University, attended and played football from 1987 to 1991 and has kept ties with CSU over the years. Particularly the Beans have participated in the Legends of Ranching Sale annually and have been overly impressed with the quality of consignments as well as the teamwork of the students in the Equine Science Program.

The Bar Rock-N-Bean breeding program is built on the foundation of prolific sires such as AQHA Super Horse Real Gun, and NCHA and NRCHA All-Time Leading Sires Playgun and Peptoboonsmal. The daughters and granddaughters of these superior stallions were selected for the breeding operation because they offer great minds, good bone, and sound feet. The ranch’s goal is to produce well-minded, athletic, and versatile horses that can excel in a variety of performance disciplines and environments.

The ranch’s consignment this year is sired by Quail Hunter, aka “Hooch”. Bred by the Four Sixes Ranch, the gray son of Paddys Irish Whiskey is out of one of Harry Haythorn’s outstanding mares. The stallion was purchased by Todd and Kristen Bean in 2008 and has made substantial contributions to the Bar Rock-N-Bean program with his size, conformation, and incredible disposition. Currently owned by Haythorn Ranch, both ranches look forward to foals from this sire in the future.

Thank you for your interest in the Bar Rock-N-Bean consignment and for supporting CSU.
Nestled in the Western Sandhills of Nebraska, BOXO Quarter Horses is owned and operated by Cash and Jecca Ostrandar, who are dedicated to breeding and raising honest work horses that can excel in both the show pen and out on the ranch.

The Ostrandar family at Willow Creek Ranch laid down roots in the area back in the 1880s and are fourth and fifth generation ranchers. Both Cash and Jecca live within 30 miles of their birthplace, and these strong ties to the land are evident every day in the Angus cows and quality Quarter Horses they produce. The couple have three children, one of whom, Stetson, still lives and works on the ranch with his wife Courtney and daughter Tenley.

BOXO Quarter Horses have been a part of the AQHA Ranching Heritage Program since it was established in 2011, and support the program as a donor to the AQHA Ranching Heritage Youth Horse Development Program. In 2016 BOXO was awarded the inaugural AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeder of the Year Award, an achievement they are extremely proud of as they see the program as an excellent way to showcase the versatility of the ranch horse.

BOXO's resident sire, SNW Heavens King, purchased in 2004 from Stan and Nancy Weaver, is the cornerstone of the breeding program. New to the BOXO stallion line-up is 2018 AQHA World Champion Junior Working Cow Horse, Opus Cat Olena (WR T is Cats Smart x Opus Chic x Smart Chic Olena), the earner of $131,663.

Thank you for your interest in the Box O Quarter Horses consignments and for supporting CSU.
In 1968, William “Billy” S. Morris III of Augusta, Georgia, acquired Creek Plantation, comprising of 2526 acres of timberlands and open field used for agriculture. The acquisition offered Morris the opportunity to pursue a lifelong interest in quarter horses and to launch a first-rate breeding program. Over the years, the operation expanded to nearly 14,000 acres and encompasses three commercial enterprises: horses, cattle, and timber.

In the mid-1970s, Morris became interested in the sport of cutting and not only was instrumental in founding the Augusta Futurity but expanded his breeding program that went on to produce numerous NCHA winners, including Splash of Gin, Wheeling Peppy, Miss Smooth Splash, Judge Tanquery, Shes Pretty Smooth, and Gincoe among others.

Morris’ agricultural interests are not limited to horses, he also has built a commercial cattle operation, consisting of approximately 2200 commercial cows, as well as a herd of registered Texas Longhorns.

As the chairman of Morris communications, Morris is intimately familiar with the western lifestyle as the company is the publisher of multiple magazines including Western Horseman, Barrel Horse News, and Equine Journal, as well as produces Road to the Horse and manages the Hippodrome in South Carolina. Passionate about the industry, he has contributed much to the equine industry and across many disciplines.

Thank you for your interest in the Creek Plantation consignments and for supporting CSU.
Four Sixes Ranch is part of the famous Burnett Ranches LLC, which is among the most storied family-run businesses in Texas history. Founded by Captain Samuel “Burk” Burnett in 1870 when he purchased 100 head of cattle wearing the “6666” brand from Frank Crowley of Denton, Texas. Burnett Ranches today encompasses 260,000 acres including the Four Sixes Ranch headquarters, near Guthrie, and the Dixon Creek Ranch, between Panhandle and Borger—both located in the western half of the state.

Legendary Quarter Horses and Superior Angus Cattle are hallmarks of the “Four Sixes”. The ranch not only offers state-of-the-art reproductive services and full range of equine veterinary services but stands to the public some of the most well-respected Quarter Horse stallions in the industry. The ranch’s elite broodmare band produce some of the best race, ranch, and performance horses available anywhere and helped the ranch be recognized with AQHA Best Remuda Award, and as an AQHA All-Time Leading Breeder of Performance Horses, Race Money-Earners and Winners.

As a commercial cow/calf operation, the high quality of Four Sixes cattle is well known, and that reputation continues today, making the ranch a front runner in the cattle industry. Preservation and stewardship of the land have always been a priority for the ranch, and in 2015 they were recognized with the Environmental Stewardship Award Region IV.

Thank you for your interest in the Four Sixes Ranch consignments and for supporting CSU.
Haythorn Ranch Company is located in the sandhills of Nebraska along the Platte River Valley, near the town of Maxwell. It is comprised of 20,000 acres of grass, meadow hay, and sweet water from the Ogallala Aquifer and is primarily a cow-calf operation, running up to 1,500 head.

The Haythorn Legacy began more than 135 years ago when a 16-year-old Harry Haythornthwaite, later shortened to Haythorn, stowed away on a ship bound for the US and when discovered was forced to pay for his passage by taking care of some white-faced bulls headed for Galveston, Texas. Upon arrival, he was hired by the man who imported the bulls and for the next eight years learned what it took to be a cowboy. He made multiple trips up the Texas trail where he found the Great Plains to his liking and opened a livery stable in Ogallala, Nebraska and later married Emma Gilpin. The couple led on a land grant section four miles east of Arthur, Nebraska, and an American ranching dynasty was born.

Entering its 6th generation of traditional ranching, the Haythorn Ranch Company has been breeding American Quarter Horses since before the registry's inception in 1940. Currently the ranch pasture breeds 15 to 25 mares a year and runs 20 to 40 saddle horses in their remuda, which are required to have good bones and feet, plenty of muscle, a kind disposition with lots of cow sense. Their horses are versatile and can be used by a wide variety of people for anything that can be done horseback.

Thank you for your interest in the Haythorn Ranch Company consignments and for supporting CSU.
Iron Springs Ranch, a division of Hall Ranches, encompasses a large area in southeast Colorado, as well as across the Comanche Grasslands and is rich in history and artifacts as the Santa Fe Trail runs across the ranch. Purchased by Gary and Havilah Hall in 2002, it joined the already established Hall Ranches, which were homesteaded in the early 1900s.

Currently the ranch is being operated and managed by the 4th generation of Halls including their 6 children. Not only doesn't the ranch run cow-calf pairs year-round but also breed quality, well-rounded American Quarter Horses for ranch and performance use. The ranch's remuda are used daily to sort, brand, rope, doctor and wean cattle but have also proven themselves in the arena for roping, versatility ranch, cow horse and timed events.

The Iron Springs breeding program include foundation bloodlines such as Leo, Peppy San Badger, Smart Little Lena, and Gallo De Ceilo and are complimented by the more modern genetics of industry greats including Dual Rey, High Brow Cat, Peptoboonsmal, and Shining Spark. Their tried and true blood running through their broodmares have proven successful over the decades.

Gary and Havilah Hall are both CSU Alumni and proud supporters of the Legends of Ranching Program and Sale.

Thank you for your interest in the Iron Springs Ranch consignments and for supporting CSU.
Paint Rock Canyon Enterprises is the current operating name for one of Wyoming's most notable ranches, The Hyatt Ranch. The ranch is currently owned by John and Carolyn Alm, who strive to raise quality Angus cattle and Quarter Horses as did Sam Hyatt, the original founder. Founded in 1886, the ranch is located just outside of Hyattville, Wyoming at the mouth of Paint Rock Canyon in the western foothills of the Big Horn Mountains.

Much of the grazing for their 1,500 head cow-calf operation is done in high desert and Forest Service pastures. Paint Rock Canyon also started a ranch and farm intern program in 1999 to give college-aged youth interested in agriculture an opportunity to gain experience working on a cattle ranch. The product of these two needs became a full-blown horse breeding program. The ranch focuses on raising athletic, versatile, conformationally correct American Quarter Horses with willing dispositions.

Paint Rock Canyon Enterprises is also home to a summer camp program for high potential, economically disadvantaged youth from Los Angeles. The ranch sponsors 72 children each summer who are part of a 4-year high school program. A key part of the camp experience is their horseback riding program, which employs their very own ranch raised and trained remuda.

Thank you for your interest in the Paint Rock Canyon Enterprises consignment and for supporting CSU.
The Parker Ranch has a rich ranching history in the Pacific region dating back to 1788, when Captain George Vancouver presented five cows to King Kamehameha I. John Parker, a sailor from Massachusetts, first arrived in Hawaii in 1809 and began work for King Kamehameha I and in 1812 the King gave Parker permission to harvest cattle for the local community. Parker later married the King's granddaughter and, after being gifted two acres of land, began the Parker Ranch legacy.

Today, Parker Ranch plays an important role in the community by hosting multiple events, some of the more notable productions include the July 4th Horse Races and Rodeo and the Parker Ranch Round-Up Club Labor Day Rodeo with proceeds going towards the Hawaii High School Rodeo Association, Paniolo Hall of Fame, as well as multiple youth scholarship programs.

Over the decades, beginning with descendants of Spanish Mustangs crossed with imported Thoroughbreds from the mainland, the Parker Ranch has developed their broodmare band that have produced outstanding individuals with much success on the racetrack, throughout the ranch, and on the polo field. Presently the ranch incorporates popular American Quarter Horse pedigrees into their established breeding program with the purpose of producing offspring with good temperaments, cow sense, and usability.

Thank you for your interest in the Parker Ranch consignment and for supporting CSU.
On December 13, 1883 the Pitchfork Land and Cattle Company was incorporated with 52,500 acres of land in central West Texas and a foundation herd of 9,750 cattle. Today, the Pitchfork home ranch covers 165,000 acres in Dickens and King counties near the town of Guthrie, Texas, with a satellite operation in Oklahoma.

With around 4,500 mother cows grazing the home ranch, the cowboys have ample opportunity to work the range in a manner very similar to the cowboys who first rode for the brand. The signature “Pitchfork Gray” - a gray horse with a black mane and tail -- has now become as synonymous with the ranch as the brand itself. The Pitchfork’s horses are widely known because of the success they have had in the ranch country as well as in performance arenas all over the world.

The remuda, consisting of approximately 50 brood mares, 125 saddle horses and 4 stallions, have come a long way from the small native ponies first used on the ranch. The first improvement in the horse herd came from a thoroughbred U.S. Military remount stallion named Trimmer, he gave the cowboys horses increased size and stamina. In 1941 the ranch acquired their first quarter horse stallion Seal Brown, then later Joe Bailey’s King. Through the decades they have incorporated other legendary stallions such as Savanah Jr., Gray Badger, and Dash For Cash and in more recent years modern genetics have been infused through horses like High Brow Cat, Playgun and Grays Starlight.

Thank you for your interest in the Pitchfork Land and Cattle Company consignment and for supporting CSU.
Owned by Land O’Lakes, the Purina Animal Nutrition Center in Gray Summit, Missouri is home to the Purina Equine Research Facility. Established in 1926, the Purina Animal Nutrition Center (PANC) is the premier animal nutrition research facility in North America and one of the leading centers in the world. Each year “the farm” plays host to thousands of visitors, ranging from customers and distinguished academics to 4-H club members.

Spread across 1,188 acres of rolling Missouri pastureland, PANC is home to 12 different animal species, and off-site collaborative research allows the nutritional needs of other species to be studied. This facility represents a continuing commitment to help customers grow healthier and more productive livestock and pets.

Purina’s strong belief in nutrition research and development is also evident at the Equine Facility where the horse’s digestive physiology, palatability, reproduction, development, and exercise physiology are studied to better meet the horse’s ever changing nutritional needs. The company strives to create some of the best performing horse feeds in the world.

A proud member of the American Quarter Horse Association since 1980, this unique facility includes an equine breeding program comprised of 60-70 broodmares and utilize shipped cooled semen to continually enhance the genetics in an effort to produce well-bred performance and ranch horse prospects.

Thank you for your interest in the Purina Animal Nutrition Center consignments and for supporting CSU.
Rob A. Brown Ranch is a progressive family ranching business, producing premier beef cattle and American Quarter Horses while continuing the stewardship of the land that has been a staple of the family enterprise for years. The historic ranch has been is built on family tradition, passing the ranching legacy through the generations, and is now owned and operated by Rob A. and Talley Brown.

R.A. Brown Ranch has a long and rich heritage of involvement with horses and an unbroken chain of leadership in the AQHA. After inheriting the ranch from his father, R.A. Brown Sr., not only established the ranch’s cattle herd but is credited as being one of founders of the association, and his son R.A. Brown Jr. was elected AQHA President in 1995. Fittingly, both have been inducted into the AQHA Hall of Fame, becoming only the second father and son duo to share this honor.

In 1990 the Browns acquired a commercial cattle feedlot with the intent of further developing the ranch-raise genetics and continue to raise outstanding performance and ranch horses. A proud AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeder, these home-raised horses have successfully competed at the national level in AQHA Ranching Heritage Challenges, Versatility Ranch Horse shows, the National Reined Cow Horse Association, Stock Horse of Texas, and the Ranch Horse Association of America.

Thank you for your interest in the Rob A. Brown Ranches consignment and for supporting CSU.
Saunders Ranch was established in 1934 just west of Fort Worth in Parker County. Tom Bailey Saunders, a descendant of the prominent Saunders family when they came to Texas in 1850 and established prosperous cattle commission companies in Ft. Worth, San Antonio, and Houston, Texas. They put together additional holdings that are now known as Twin V Ranch and Saunders Cattle Company in Parker County, Texas.

Tom Bailey III was a founding member and past president of the National Cutting Horse Association. His son-in-law, Jim Calhoun, owned, rode, and trained the first World Champion cutting horse stallion, Kings Pistol, in 1957. This line has produced industry leading sires such as Playgun, Smart Little Pistol, and Cat Silver, and have provided a cornerstone for the Saunders remuda’s maternal lineage.

Thomas Bailey Saunders V, operates a cow-calf and equine business out of the ranch today and continues to implement similar breeding practices within the horse herd of more than 25 head of registered American Quarter Horses. Saunders, who is well versed in a variety of horsemanship practices, started cutting and ranch horses for ranches in Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and California, served as boss wrangler of the Ray Hunt tribute as well as on set for multiple movies and productions and worked side-by-side with Chris Cox, Craig Cameron, and Martin Black. The sixth-generation cowboy enjoys passing that knowledge on to the students of the Legends of Ranching Program.

Thank you for your interest in the Saunders Ranch consignments and for supporting CSU.
Thank you for your interest in the Silver Spur Ranches consignment and for supporting CSU.
“Take care of the land, and it will in turn take care of the people who work it”, Singleton Ranches is among the top five ranching operations in the United States and were the 2012 AQHA Best of the Remuda award recipients. The ranch was started and built off the intense variety of terrain on the San Cristobal Ranch in New Mexico and now runs the largest cow-calf operation in the state with 12,000-15,000 mother cows.

In order to navigate rough country, big boned, sturdy horses that their cowboys can depend on are invaluable to the ranch. Their young ranch bred horses are expected to gather, sort, and drag calves to the branding fire, while a select few are fitted and directed to the show pen.

Singleton Ranches carefully selects their horses to have superior cow sense, which can be seen in the stallions who laid the foundation for their breeding program including two-time AQHA High Point Junior Cutting Champion and Superior Cutting Horse Dual With Me (Dual Pep, an All-Time Leading Cutting Sire with performers earning more than $24,000,000, and out of Cow Struck, the producer of $495,560 with foals averaging $55,000); Timbercat 101 (Docs Hickory, an All-time Leading Cutting and Reined Cow Horse Sire); SCR Thunder Crackin (Metallic Cat x Smart Crackin Chic, the 2006 NRCHA Snafl e Bit Futurity champion).

Thank you for your interest in the Singleton Ranches consignments and for supporting CSU.
Spur Cross Ranch, located in Gallatin Gateway, Montana just outside of Bozeman, is the home of Ingram Quarter Horses. For over 29 years they have bred, raised, and trained quality American Quarter Horses. The ranch currently stands their red roan stallion Peptoes, whose sire, Peptoboonsmal, is an NCHA and NRCHA All Time Leading Sire with performers earning more than $27,000,000. He is out of a daughter of the great Doc O’ Lena, an NCHA Futurity Champion and Champion Sire, sire of NCHA’s first Triple Crown Winner Smart Little Lena as well as other greats Tanquery Gin, Shorty Lena, Mr Sun O Lena, etc.

Broodmares are selected for Spur Cross Ranch’s remuda, not only by genetics, but for conformation, disposition, color, and overall looks. Spur Cross Ranch are very selective about what they cross their mares to and like to keep their program diverse by breeding to stallions throughout the industry from racing, and barrel racing to western performance such as Bodacious Dash, One Famous Eagle, Hez Our Secret A Streak of Fling, Prime Talent, A Smooth Guy, and PC Frenchmans Hayday, Sophisticated Catt, Catty Hawk, Dual Smart Rey, Reys Dual Badger, just to name a few. Horses wearing the Spur Cross brand are designed to be versatile and have had success in reining, cutting, show and speed horse events.

Thank you for your interest in the Spur Cross Ranch consignments and for supporting CSU.
Not many can say they live and work on land granted to their family by the Homestead Act of 1862 but since 1902, when widow Yetta Goldsmith Kohn and her four children arrived in Montoya, New Mexico, six generations of the same family have made their living on the land now comprising the T4 Cattle Company.

As mercantile store operators, the family also established Kohns Cattle Co. and began breeding Hereford cows, buying a set of cattle and rights to the T4 brand in 1915. Over the years, the expansive ranch has been passed through the generations and is currently managed by Yetta’s great-grandson Phil Bidegain, along with his wife, Laurie. “As a family-owned operation, we all work hard to maintain our high standard in ranching, farming, and raising fine American Quarter Horses,” Laurie says.

The T4’s American Quarter Horse remuda began with two stallions, Bay Joe, a 1939 bay by Red Joe of Arizona and out of Goldy by Four Flus, and Carajo, a 1947 sorrel by Duke Baca and out of Penca by Little Mike. By selecting breeding stallions based on disposition, structural soundness, cow sense, and endurance the ranch has continually produced outstanding ranch horses that handle day-to-day ranch tasks with ease.

As the Bidegain’s continue breeding, they look forward to producing many more successful ranch horses and arena competitors like these from up-and-coming sires such as Montoya CD, a 2010 sorrel by High Brow CD and out of Pastels Pretty Peppy by Pastels Smart Lena.

Thank you for your interest in the T4 Cattle Company consignments and for supporting CSU.
The Tee Cross Ranches got its beginning under the ownership of Robert “Bob” C. Norris in 1950. The famous Tee Cross brand was the first brand registered in the State of Colorado and is synonymous with quality in both its’ American Quarter Horse and cattle operations. The ranch encompasses more than 95,000 acres in the vast ranching country of southwest Colorado.

Norris has a rich and prestigious history in the cattle, cutting and Quarter Horse world. He served as the President of the American Quarter Horse Association in 1982; a past president of the Rocky Mountain Quarter Horse Association and an Honorary Vice President; served as a director for the National Cutting Horse Association; awarded 1982 Record Stockmen Livestock “Man of the Year” as well as the 1992 Colorado State University Livestock Leader of the Year.

An AQHA Legacy Breeder, the ranch is known for raising horses with good bone and foundation pedigrees, while exhibiting excellent cow sense and speed. In 1999 the Tee Cross ranch was nominated for AQHA Best Remuda Award, recognizing their excellent breeding program, producing quality Quarter Horses for not only ranch use but also in a variety of competitions around the world.

Thank you for your interest in the Tee Cross Ranch consignment and for supporting CSU.
T-Heart Ranch, founded by Shane and Beth Temple in 1993, is located near Del Norte, Colorado in the beautiful San Luis Valley. A family business, the ranch has grown from 30 head of cattle on rented land to a thriving business with about 1,000 head of Sim Angus, Simmental, Balancer, and Angus cattle. The T-Heart Ranch program focuses on producing high-quality, altitude-adapted cattle for their customers across the country. With a ranch ranging from 7,600-11,000 feet in elevation, the Temple family is no stranger to Brisket disease, and have worked hard to create a successful high-altitude breeding program for their customers.

The American Quarter Horse breeding program is relatively new to T-Heart Ranch, but their commitment to excellence remains consistent in this division of the operation. Presently running a broodmare band of 10 accomplished National Cutting Horse Association and National Reined Cow Horse Association broodmares and selectively crossing these elite individuals to industry-leading sires is the heart of the program. T-Heart Ranch’s home-breds are utilized in all phases of ranch work and are expected be work horses first, however due to the quality genetics, they have also gone on to perform in cutting and cow horse events.

T-Heart Ranch is a proud supporter of Colorado State University Equine Sciences and the Legends of Ranching program.

Thank you for your interest in the T-Heart Ranch consignments and for supporting CSU.
Wagonhound Land and Livestock’s roots go back to the late 1800s when the cattle drives came up from Texas and the pioneers traveled through on the Oregon Trail. Located along Wyoming’s Laramie Range, the ranch consists of more than 300,000 acres. The diverse, scenic ranch runs a commercial Red Angus herd of cow-calf pairs and summer stocker cattle, operates two feedlots, and harvests 7,500 acres of alfalfa, timothy, corn, and corn silage annually. In addition, the ranch offers elite outfitted hunts, specializing in trophy elk.

The objective of Wagonhound Land and Livestock’s horse breeding program is to raise high-quality ranch horses for both their own cowboys’ use and that of the public. The strong, well-proven quarter horse pedigrees within their breeding program not only support this goal, but also routinely produce ranch horses and performance horses for sale with the ability and talent to compete successfully in the most prestigious cutting, reining, reined cow horse and ranch competitions. Not only is Wagonhound’s broodmare band is anchored by some of the most famous mares in the industry but their stallion, WR This Cats Smart, has been a leading NCHA and NRCHA Sire since 2010 and the #1 All-Time Leading Ranch Horse Sire. He stands to the public at the Four Sixes Ranch in Guthrie, Texas.

Wagonhound is proud to support the CSU Equine Sciences Program through the endowed Wagonhound Land & Livestock chair, as well as remaining a proud annual supporter of CSU’s Legend of Ranching Student Competition.

Thank you for your interest in the Wagonhound Land & Livestock consignments and for supporting CSU.
Western Trail Horses, an equine training facility located three miles west of Sterling, Colorado, is owned and operated by Warren and Rita Thompson where they train all breeds of horses, as well as mules, for recreational trail riding. The business began through the love and appreciation of the horse in hopes to pass that along to all who want to become a better horseman through annual clinics to assist clients to sharpen their equine skills.

Every year the facility starts many colts as well as tune-ups on client’s horses using methods of horsemanship to establish strong foundations of trust, respect, and willing acceptance of leadership. Consistent training through groundwork, desensitization, and trail obstacles promotes a quality-minded horse, and is one of the many goals of their training program.

In addition to training horses for customers, the Thompson’s raises Quarter Horses and Missouri Fox Trotters and help find quality horses for clients. Warren believes that each horse needs to match the rider and the intended use and has found that the Legends of Ranching Sale has been a source of good prospects for many years as well as multiple Ranching Heritage Breeders throughout Nebraska and Wyoming.

Active in the equine industry, the ranch has been fortunate to employ many students from the Northeastern Junior College Equine Management Program; and have employees from New Mexico State, Colorado State University, and Laramie County Community College.

Thank you for your interest in the Western Trail Horses consignment and for supporting CSU.
AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeders breed and raise ranch-type horses. Accepted ranches include operating a working cattle ranch and a history of breeding and registering Quarter Horses for at least 10 years.

AQHA Ranching Heritage Challenges are a series of competitions that highlight the versatility, soundness and willing attitude of American Quarter Horses born and raised on a ranch. The series culminates in the AQHA Ranching Heritage Challenge Finals.

AQHA Ranching Heritage Young Horse Development Program showcases the stock being bred and raised by Ranching Heritage Breeders by matching donated weanlings with AQHYA members. Youth in this program are engaged in the horse industry at a fundamental level that is both fun and educational.

Awards include the AQHA Ranch Heritage Breeder of the Year, recognizing top Ranching Heritage-bred horses, RH B Top Production Sale and the coveted Best Remuda Award.

Visit www.aqha.com/ranchingheritage to learn more or apply.
Futurity & Maturity Program

The Legends of Ranching (LOR) Futurity and Maturity Program is an exciting program in its 5th year in 2021. Only horses that have sold through the Colorado State University (CSU) LOR Performance Horse Sale are eligible to compete in this exclusive event, making yet another incentive to purchase your next horse through the CSU LOR Sale. With added money and prizes, the show offers a select opportunity for buyers to exhibit sale graduates and be recognized. For all the general rules, entry fees, class rules, patterns and more, please visit www.csuequine.com.

All horses sold in the CSU LOR Sale in 2021 will sell eligible to show in either the 2022 Futurity or Maturity. Should you have any questions at all regarding this program, please do not hesitate to ask any of the LOR staff members or one of our knowledgeable students.
All young training horses in the Legends of Ranching Performance Horse Sale are prepared on the following exceptional products:

Unique, industry-leading nutrition proven to support the development, growth and adaptive physiology necessary to produce a strong, healthy athletic horse. Purina® Ultium® Growth Horse Formula. It's What It Takes®.

Platinum Performance® offers veterinary-developed supplements to support equine wellness and performance, backed by quality ingredients, university research and a 100% satisfaction guarantee.

Make a great first impression with a radiant, glowing coat and luxurious mane and tail that result from optimal health. Revolutionize your grooming routine from the inside out with the Farnam® Laser Sheen® Skin & Coat Supplement.

Zoetis is proud to discover, develop, manufacture and market veterinary vaccines, medicines and services with an unmatched commitment to the equine industry.
Bar Rock-N-Bean Ranch
32...Tounge River Quail......... 2018 ...f...Quail Hunter....................TRR Lucky Kitty

BOXO Quarter Horses
4 ....Boxo Cat Ballou............... 2017 ...g...Sophisticated Catt.........Tracis Blue Roan
20 ...Boxo Heavens Rangler....... 2019 ...g...SNW Heavens King....Swif Cardinos Jhira

Creek Plantation
8 ....Gins Reyvolution............... 2019 ...f ...Smart Reyvolution ..........Splash The Lady
26 ...Looking For A Mixer.......... 2019 ...f ...Smart Reyvolution ..........M ixin Some Gin

Four Sixes Ranch
19 ...Playin Apollo ................. 2007 ...g ...Playin Attraction..........Apollo Ingredient
36 ...Panhandle Pick ............... 2019 ...f ...Sixes Pick ..................Delines Pepto

Haythorn Ranch Company
2 ....CSU Aggie 1870 ............ 2019 ...g ...Quail Hunter ................. San Kai 6876
11 ...Quail Tabs ..................... 2018 ...g ...Quail Hunter ............ Tennies Tabulation TB
16 ...Hey SS Gun .................... 2017 ...g ...Hey Houston ................Stella S Gun
28 ...Houston Ka i 7812 ........ 2017 ...g ...Hey Houston ................. San Kai 612

Iron Springs Ranch
6 ....Peptos Smart Rooster ........ 2019 ...g ...Roosters Pisada...... Ima Dual Smart Pepto
10 ...Gallo Cross .................... 2015 ...m ...Gallo Poco Cross ...Charmin Tari Cross
25 ..Relic Dun It .................... 2014 ...g ...New Shade Of Dun It ......Just A Relic

John and Michelle Larson
1 ....Commercial Angus Heifers

Paint Rock Canyon Enterprises
18 ...Smoke From A Dry Gun..... 2019 ...g ...Flyin B Smoking Gun... Genuine Dry Lane

Parker Ranch
12 ...Tell A Whisky Tale......... 2018 ...f ...Parkers Littlewhisky ...Parker C Ranch 037

Pitchfork Ranch
9 ....Pending........................ 2019 ...g ...Nasty CD ................. Ms Fork Fif y Seven

Purina Animal Nutrition Center
3 ....Jesses Golden Star .......... 2019 ...f ...Jesses Topaz .................. Sixes Ruby Star
21 ...Cats Athena ................... 2019 ...f ...Bet Hesa Cat ................ Sixes Cowgal

Rob A Brown Ranches
14 ...Miss Freeman 1953 .......... 2019 ...f ...Twist To Play ............ Miss Freeman 053

Saunders Ranch
22 ...Lil Slice of Heaven........ 2008 ...g ...Seven From Heaven .......Natural Country
30 ...Smooth Lookin Doc ........ 2019 ...g... Typical Hickory....... Annie Smoothfreckles
Silver Spur Ranches
27 ..SS Dynamite Eyes............. 2019 ...f ... Light My Dynamite......Two Freckled Eyes
Singleton Ranches
7 ....SCR Expressin Cow ............ 2008 .. m .. Dualwithme........SCB Express Smoke 03
15 ..SCR Dualin Kitty............... 2018 ....f ... Dualwithme........SCR Kitty Can Dance
31 ..SCR Lettersbyreminic........... 2006 ... g ... Daniel B Boom...............Teqita Docs Ruth

Spur Cross Ranch
23 ..SCR Peptoes Red Cat......... 2019 ....f ... Peptoes.......................... Cats Smokin Chic
29 ..SCR Peps Wimpy ............... 2019 ....f ... Peptoes........................T ischicsalilwimpy

T-Heart Ranch
5 .... THR One Smart Copper...... 2019 ... g ... THR One Smart Jack.... Clzb One Roan Chick
13 ....THR Freckles Cat............. 2015 ... g ... Bet Hesa Cat......................One Chexy Chick

T4 Cattle Company
24 ..Montoya Bobbet............... 2019 ....f ... Montoya CD ..................... Montoya Pippa
37 ..Montoya Dashowda.............. 2013 .. m .. Nu Circle N Cash........ Pastels Pretty Peppy

Tee Cross Ranches
33 ....TCR Freckle Cat............... 2017 .. m .. Cowtowners Cat.............Joses Freckle Girl

Wagonhound Land & Livestock LLC
17 ..Chics With Diamonds......... 2018 ....f ... CD Diamond.................. Chics With Cash
35 ..Party With Diamonds.......... 2018 ....f ... CD Diamond...................... Partyware

Western Trail Horses
34 ..Boxo Heavens Risk............ 2013 ... g ... SNW Heavens King.... Bar Heels Blue Slice
Thank you Harry Haythorn with the Haythorn Ranch Company for donating this outstanding 2-year-old!

HIP #2

All of the proceeds go directly back to the Legends of Ranching Program!
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<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Reyvolution</td>
<td>8, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNW Heavens King</td>
<td>20, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophisticated Catt</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THR One Smart Jack</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twist To Play</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical Hickory</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Index to Dams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annie Smoothfreckles</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apollo Ingredient</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar Heels Blue Slice</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cats Smokin Chic</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charmin Tari Cross</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chics With Cash</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clzb One Roan Chick</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delines Pepto</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genuine Dry Lane</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ima Dual Smart Pepto</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joses Freckle Girl</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just A Relic</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Freeman 053</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixin Some Gin</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montoya Pippa</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms Fork Fiy Seven</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Country</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Chexy Chic</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker C Ranch 037</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partyware</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastels Pretty Peppy</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Kai 612</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Kai 6876</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR Express Smoke 03</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR Kitty Can Dance</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixes Cowgal</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixes Ruby Star</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splash T e Lady</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stella S Gun</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swif Cardinos Jhira</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennies Tabulation TB</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teqita Docs Ruth</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T ischicsalwimpy</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracis Blue Roan</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRR Lucky Kitty</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Freckled Eyes</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes:

Donated by John and Michelle Larson. Both are Colorado State University Alumni and Michelle is a Legends of Ranching Alumni. Their family have run cattle and farmed in Gill, Colorado for years. All proceeds from the sale of this heifer lot go back to the Legends of Ranching Program. Four black commercial yearling Angus replacement heifers. Sires include Basin Payweight, KCF Bennett Fortress, multiple Connealy sires. All dams raised in a closed herd, with all dry cows culled regularly. Summered at 7700 feet on the Colorado/Wyoming border. Bangs vaccinated and tagged with USDA EID tags in lieu of orange metal tags. Good disposition. Heifers were backgrounded in a feedlot for 60 days with all heifer calves from their respective herds, then selected as replacement quality. Ownership is retained on all feeder cattle from this ranch every year. Great feeding potential for of spring of this group.
Generous body and color to boot, this eye-catching gelding has all of the ingredients to become an excellent using horse. Attentive to training with an agreeable nature, this ground covering gelding is a neat package. Easy to catch, saddle, and handle on the ground he has a solid 60 days under saddle in the CSU Program and is fun to ride. The college is very appreciative of Harry Haythorn for his donation of this gelding, all of the proceeds from this sale will directly benefit the CSU Legends of Ranching Program. His sire is QUAIL HUNTER; sire of BEANMOONSHINE-PLAYGUN (25.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Junior Heading Level 2 Open Leader). Son of PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY, a QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Riding & Ranch Horse Money-Earners; an AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of 198 money-earners, $1,631,092, earners of 5,210 AQHA points, including SUM IRISH RUM ($147,211 and 79.5 AQHA points: 3rd NRCHA Open Futurity), THORN DOC WHISKEY ($125,307: split 6th NCHA Non-Pro Super Stakes), IRISH WHISKEY SUGAR ($109,114: 3rd Canada Lammles Cutting Classic Non-Pro), KMZ IRISH COWBOY ($29,323 and 239 AQHA points: AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Overall Youth Reserve Champion; Superior Amateur Heeling). His dam is SAN KAI 6876. Maternal grandsire is PEPPY SAN KAI; sire of PEPPY SAN 8129 (AQHA point-earner; NRCHA money-earner, AQHA World Senior Working Cow Horse Level 2 qualifier), SAN KAI FIFTY SEVEN (AQHA point-earner), SAN KAI 108 (WRCA Ride For The BRAND Colorado Ranch Rodeo Top Horse Champion), SAN KAI 815 (5th WFRQA World Senior Ranch Riding Open). Eligibilities: CSU Futurity.
An outstanding opportunity to have the ultimate barrel horse genetics in a pretty, racy buckskin package. Her open-minded approach to training made her easy to start under saddle. With 60 rides in the CSU Program, she has a strong base and is one of the top prospects in the sale. Her sire is JESSESTO PAZ, whose first foals are just now starting to show including JESSES KNOCK OUT (6th Pink Buckle Barrel Futurity Sale Graduate Incentive Round 2 Open), JESSES STEP (3rd Let The Good Times Roll Barrel Racing Open 4D class). Son of MR JESS PERRY SI 113, AQHA Hall of Fame; Champion Racing 2-Year-Old; Champion Racing 2-Year-Old Colt; AQHA Supreme Race Horse, $687,184; sire of 156 stakes winners, $58,558,097, including MATABARI SI 104 (Champion Racing 3-Year-Old Filly, $1,410,471), A POLLITICAL JESS SI 107 (World Champion Race Horse, $1,399,831), ONE FAM OUS EAGLE SI 101 (Champion Racing 3-Year-Old Colt, $1,387,453). Her dam, SIXES RUBY STAR, is sired by AQHA’s First World Champion Versatility Ranch Horse SIXES PICK, the earner of 98.5 AQHA points; Superior Versatility Ranch Horse. A QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Money-Earners. Sire of 33 money-earners, including TAKE A PICK ($25,060 and 15.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Overall Cowboy Champion), FRENCH MAN S PICK ($60,837: 4th 2020 W PRA NFR Barrel Round 7; 2020 World’s Oldest Rodeo Barrel Reserve Champion), TRIXES SIXES ($28,408: AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old Open, Limited Open Working Ranch Horse Champion and 5/6-Year-Old and Limited Open Working Ranch Horse Reserve Champion. **Eligibilities:** CSU Futurity, Breeder’s Challenge, Future Fortunes, Pink Buckle, Select Stallion Stakes.
Boxo Cat Ballou
2017 Blue Roan Gelding

Sophisticated Catt
BOXO CAT BALLOU
Traci's Blue Roan

Notes: Already proven in the cow horse arena, “Ballou”, is ready to continue his career as a top-notch using horse and show horse. Made for versatility, this handsome gelding has been used all over the ranch for sorting, big drives, dragging calves to the fire, and much more. Roped off of in the arena on the head side he is willing to please, with the ability to be your next go-to horse. A half-brother to BOXO VALENTINES CAT ($57,867 and 149 AQHA points: AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Overall Cowboy Champion), BOXO HEAVENS FIREFLY ($6,791 and 231.5 AQHA points: 3rd, AQHA World Ranching Riding Amateur), BOXO CAT BALLOU (CO RCHA Mid American Amateur Futurity Champion and Non-Pro Reserve Champion), TRACIS BLUE COWGIRL (SD AQHA Ranching Heritage 5-Year-Old & Up Amateur Working Ranch Horse Class Reserve Champion). His sire is SOPHISTICATED CATT, $192,738: AQHA World Champion Senior Cutting Horse 3 times. Sire of 332 money-earners, $2,312,540, including DUCKS DUX (AUS) ($143,335: Australia NCHA Open Futurity Champion). Nominations: AQHA Ranching Heritage, NRCHA Stallion Stakes. Eligibilities: CSU Maturity.

PERFORMANCE RECORD: Earner of $1,604. In 2020: CO RCHA Mid American Amateur Futurity Champion (Rein and Herd Work Champion; Fence Work Reserve Champion); CO RCHA Mid American Non-Pro Futurity Reserve Champion (Fence, Rein & Herd Work Reserve Champion); 4th SD RCHA Road To Texas Amateur Futurity; Kiplinger Challenge RCH Non-Pro Futurity Reserve Champion (Fence Work Champion; Rein and Herd Work Reserve Champion); 5th Northern International Livestock Expo AQHA Ranching Heritage 3-Year-Old & Over Amateur Ranch Riding Class.
THR One Smart Jack

THR ONE SMART COPPER

Clzb One Roan Chick

THR One Smart Copper

Hip # 5

Consigned by T-Heart Ranch

April 2, 2019 Red Roan Gelding

Notes

A soft, kind eye and loaded with cowboy color, this attractive young gelding is sure to get your attention. A quick study, he is ready to begin his career as a using horse or point toward the versatility ranch horse events. With 60 days under saddle in the CSU Program, he is nimble on his feet and has a business-like approach to work. His sire is THR ONE SMART JACK, whose first foals arrived in 2019. A grandson of OKIES BUSINESS, $4,742; semi-finalist in the NCHA Open Futurity. Sire of OKIES LADY BUSINESS (5 AQHA points; AQHA World Junior Cutting qualifier), MELODYS BUSINESS (AQHA point-earner, AQHA World Amateur Tie-Down Roping qualifier), OKIES BAYOLENA BAR (AQHA point-earner), OKIES LENA BAR (split 6th Cowboy Publishing Challenge Open Tie-Down Roping), OKIES LITTLE LENA (ACHA & NCHA money-earner), OKIES BEE DOC (NCHA money-earner). Dam’s sire is ROYAL BLUE QUIXOTE, 77 AQHA points: 3rd Arizona RHA Open Futurity; 8th, AQHA Select World Reining; Superior Reining. Sire of 9 money-earners, including TOOTSIE BLUE QUIXOTE ($11,926 and 453.5 AQHA points: 5th AQHA High Point Junior Team Penning Open, Superior Team Penning). A son of an All-Time Leading Cutting and RCH Sire PEPTOBOONSMAL, the sire of 905 money-earners, $27,767,757, earners of 8,640 AQHA points: including LITTLE PEPTO GAL ($523,742: 3rd NCHA Open Futurity, Bonanza and Brazos Bash Open Derbies Champion), COPASPEPTO ($480,433: NCHA Open Super Stakes Co-Champion; NCHA Abilene Spectacular Open Derby Champion; top 10 NCHA Open Futurity), ONE TIME PEPTO ($331,097: NCHA Superstakes Open Champion). Eligibilities: CSU Futurity.
Notes: A plentiful frame and classic good looks make this lively individual an eye-catcher. With 60 days under saddle in the CSU Program, this friendly young gelding retains training and is on his way to making a speed event prospect or genuine using horse. His sire is ROOSTERS PISADA, 8.5 AQHA points: top 10 AQHA Select World Halter Yearling Stallion, a son of ROOSTERS SHORTY; sire of PEPSA ROOSTER (253.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Select Amateur Ranch Riding Leader, Superior Ranch Riding), IM KINDA A BIG DEAL ($4,582 and 5 AQHA points: Western Horseman Challenge Open Tie-Down Roping Reserve Champion), COCCODEE ($3,382 and 11 AQHA points: 3rd Colorado RCHA March Madness Bridle Spectacular Open), COOL LETTER (11 AQHA points; AQHA Select World 3-Year-Old Mares qualifier), ROOSTERS PISADA (8.5 AQHA points: top 10 AQHA Select World Halter Yearling Stallion), DJ RHONDA ROOSTER (AQHA point-earner). His dam is IMA DUAL SMART PEPTO. Maternal grandsire is PEPTO DUAL SMART; sire of LITTLEPEPTOPEPPYDOC (31 AQHA points: finalist in the AQHA World Heading Level 2 Amateur). Son of NITRO DUAL DOC, $53,827: finalist in the NCHA Open Futurity; split 6th Memphis Cutting 4-Year-Old Open Futurity. An AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of 86 money-earners, 46 AQHA point-earners, including HA NITROS CD PLAYER ($3,000 and 5.5 AQHA points: AQHA/PRCA Tie-Down Roping Horse of The Year Reserve Champion). Eligibilities: CSU Futurity.
Colby McCleskey brings you this well-seasoned ranch horse. Suitable for the entire family, this stout made mare has been successfully hauled to the ranch rodeos, extensively roped on in the arena, used on big gathers, and is a proven ranch horse. Trustworthy and user-friendly, she is ready to go enjoy on the ranch or in the arena. Her sire is DUALWITHME, $3,577 and 71 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Cutting Champion; AQHA High Point Junior Cutting Champion twice; Superior Cutting. Sire of 3 money-earners, including SCR DUALINFORJEWELS ($17,236 and 26 AQHA points: AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old & Over Boxing Limited Amateur Champion), DUALINWITHTHELADIES ($15,501 and 112 AQHA points: ARHA World Novice Amateur Ranch Reining Reserve Champion), SCR ONE SHOT WHISKEY (AQHA point-earner: 5th SHOT Year-End All-Around Junior Open), SCR DUAL PEP GAL (RHAA money-earner). Her dam is SCR EXPRESS SMOKE 03. She is sired by THE HOT EXPRESS, $46,406 and 516 AQHA points: 6th NRHA Open Futurity, AQHA Champion. Sire of STRAITOUT-OFTHEBOX ($30,084 and 814.5 AQHA points: AQHA Reserve World Champion Junior Heeling Horse; AQHA High Point Junior Heeling Champion); sire of the dams of ELECTRIC CODE ($215,402: 3rd NRHA Open Futurity; NRHA Level 3 Open Futurity Champion), BLO GUN ($101,316 reining and 114.5 AQHA points).

**Eligibilities:** CSU Maturity.
Consigned by Creek Plantation

Gins Reyvolution

February 1, 2019 Sorrel Filly

Notes Form meets function in this beautiful filly. With 60 days under saddle in the CSU Program, this responsive filly is built to get low and has proven to be trainable and happy to learn. Sporty movement and outstanding genetics make her a top-notch cutting and cow-horse prospect. Her sire is SMART REYVOLUTION, NCHA money-earner. His first foals arrived in 2018, a son of DUAL REY, $105,038: split 6th NCHA Open Futurity. QData #2 All-Time Leading Sire of Cutting Money-Earners. Sire of 1,580 money-earners, $47,980,875, earners of 9,997 AQHA points, including SPECIAL NU BABY ($482,061: NCHA World Champion Mare; NCHA Hall of Fame), DONT STOPP BELIEVIN ($463,962: NCHA Open Reserve World Champion; NCHA Hall of Fame), REYS DESIRE ($409,603: NCHA Open Super Stakes Champion; NCHA Hall of Fame), REY DOWN SALLY ($404,170: split 3rd NCHA Open Futurity; NCHA Hall of Fame). Her dam is SPLASH THE LADY, an NCHA money-earner and half-sister to SIRENS LIL SPOONFUL ($5,560 and an AQHA point-earner: finalist in the NCHA Eastern Nationals $15,000 Amateur), and a daughter of SPLASH OF GIN, $28,050: semi-finalist in the NCHA Open Futurity, finalist in the Memphis Cutting 4-Year-Old Open Futurity, 3rd Raleigh Open Derby, 4th Tomato Fall Open Derby. Sire of 4 money-earners, including MISS SMOOTH SPLASH ($13,109: 5th Brazos Bash Open Futurity), GINS HICKORY GIRL ($3,538 and 13 AQHA points: NCHA Certificate of Ability, AQHA World Junior Cutting qualifier).

Eligibilities: CSU Futurity.
**Name Pending**

May 22, 2019 Gray Gelding

**Hip #9**

**NAME PENDING**

Ms Fork Fifty Seven

**Hip #9**

Consigned by Pitchfork Ranch Land & Cattle Co.

**Notes**

Here is a prime example of the trademark “Pitchfork gray”. With 60 days under saddle, this eye-catching, perfectly balanced gelding is on his way to making a true versatility ranch contender or using horse prospect. Intelligent and kind-hearted, he is made to go all day and a joy to be around. His sire is NASTY CD, NRCHA money-earner and 18.5 AQHA points: Open Perf. ROM. Sire of 7 money-earners, including NEW OLENA CASH ($5,305 and 95.5 AQHA points: AQHA Select World Reining Reserve Champion; Superior Reining), CD SMART BRAT ($33,911 and 37.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Level 2 Amateur Boxing Champion), TRR STYLISH OLENA (AQHA point-earner), SIR OLENAS LAD (RHAA money-earner), and is a son of CD OLENA, $170,706: NCHA Horse of the Year, NCHA Open Futurity Champion. A QData Top 25 All-Time Sire of Cutting & RCH Money-Earners; an AQHA Top 25 All-Time Sire of Cutting Point-Earners. Sire of 691 money-earners, $17,659,842, and earners of 4,776 AQHA points, including SISTER CD ($852,710: NCHA Non-Pro Co-World Champion; NCHA Hall of Fame), CD BOONSMAL ($339,668 and 27.5 AQHA points: South Point Open Cutting Futurity Champion; NCHA Gold Award). His dam is MS FORK FIFTY SEVEN. Maternal grandsire is MR GRAY FORK; sire of GRAY FORK BUILT (Fort Worth Inv. Ranch Horse Overall Open Champion). Son of GRAY DEE BAR; sire of HONEY BAR LAMB (351 AQHA points: AQHA World Champion Junior Western Riding Horse, Superior Trail), DEE MISTY BAR ($37,738 and 14 AQHA points: top 10 NCHA Open Futurity; NCHA Silver Award). **Eligibilities:** AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity.
Consigned by Iron Springs Ranch

Gallo Cross

2015 Bay Mare

Notes: The perfect ranch horse for your family, “Teal”, is well seasoned in gathering, sorting, roping and has proven herself time again. Easy to catch, saddle and willing to please for even the littlest cow boss, she is ready to continue her career as a trusted mount on the ranch. A pedigree that boasts ranching icons, she has the resume to make an exceptional broodmare down the road. A half-sister to GALLOS CHARMIN TARI (3rd CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch (LOR) Horse Maturity Non-Pro) and to AQHA point-earner CAT CROSS DOC. Her sire is GALLO POCO CROSS, $10,686 and 56.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Cutting Reserve Champion and Working Ranchhorse Division Open Reserve Champion; Superior Versatility Ranch Horse. Her dam, CHARMIN TARI CROSS, is a half-sister to MISS CHARMIN GALLO (4th Fort Worth AQHA Ranching Heritage 4-Year-Old Limited Open and 6th in the 4-Year-Old Working Ranchhorse Open; dam of GALLO GATO: CSU LOR Horse Open Futurity Champion), SMOKIN TEE CHARM (dam of PICOS CAT $5,290: CSU LOR Ranch Horse Open Futurity Champion; Maturity Non-Pro Champion and Maturity Non-Pro Reserve Champion; NILE AQHA Ranching Heritage 4-Year-Old Working Ranch Horse Lim. Amateur Champion; T DEL CHARMER: RHAA money-earner), CHARMIN PICO CROSS (dam of MSMARLBORO: CO AQHA Ranching Heritage 4-Year-Old Team Roping Open Champion); PICO DELL CIELO (Top 10 Houston AQHA Ranching Heritage Overall Open; dam of MSMARLBORO CAT $20,007: ARHFA World Championship Roping Futurity Heeling Limited Open Champion and 4-Year-Old Heeling Incentive Open Reserve Champion). Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Maturity.
Notes Speed crossed on historic foundation ranch bloodlines make this large, streamlined young gelding an attention-getter. Built to cover the country with his smooth sloping shoulder, he enjoys having a job. After going through the CSU Legends of Ranching Program, he has the potential to shine in the cowboy string or make a remarkable head horse down the road. Sired by QUAIL HUNTER, the sire of BEANMOONSHINEPLAYGUN (25.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Junior Heading Level 2 Open Leader), TK TWO CENT$ WORTH (RHAA money-earner). A son of PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY, a QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Riding & Ranch Horse Money-Earners; an AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of 198 money-earners, $1,631,092, earners of 5,210 AQHA points, including SUM IRISH RUM ($147,211 and 79.5 AQHA points: 3rd NRCHA Open Futurity), THORN DOC WHISKEY ($125,307: split 6th NCHA Non-Pro Super Stakes), IRISH WHISKEY SUGAR ($109,114: 3rd Canada Lammles Cutting Classic Non-Pro), KMZ IRISH COWBOY ($29,323 and 239 AQHA points: AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Overall Youth Reserve Champion; Superior Amateur Heeling). His dam is TENNIES TABULATION. Maternal grandsire is COVERALLBases TB, a son Champion CAPOTE TB ($714,470: winner of the Norfolk Stakes [G1] and Breeders' Cut Juv. S. [G1]); sire of 62 stakes winners and the earners of more than $38,000,000). Eligibilities: CSU Futurity.
Notes A unique pairing of ranch and race bloodlines, this breathtaking filly's genetics speak for themselves. She has the brains to match her striking good looks. With over 60 days under saddle in the CSU Program, this filly covers the country smoothly. Her long trot is emphasized with flatt knee action and she has a gentle rocking chair lope. Her sire, PARKERS LITTLEWHISKY, is a son of EDS LITTLE WHISKEY; sire of SNIP OF WHISKEY (32 AQHA points; NRHA money-earner, AQHA World Senior Reining qualifier), BQH SHOT A WHISKEY (22.5 AQHA points: Open Perf. ROM, AQHA World Amateur Ranch Riding qualifier), MS DY-NAMITE STARLITE (AQHA point-earner), DUN LOOKIN FOR PADDY (South Dakota RCHA Independence Derby Two Rein Open class winner), MISSISSIPPI WHISKEY (NRHA money-earner). Son of PADDYSIRISH WHISKEY, a QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Riding & AQHA Top 10 All-Time Leading Ranch Horse Money-Earners and Point-Earners. Sire of 198 money-earners, $1,631,092, earners of 5,210 AQHA points, including SUM IRISH RUM ($147,211 and 79.5 AQHA points: 3rd NRCHA Open Futurity), THORN DOC WHISKEY ($125,307: split 6th NCHA Non-Pro Super Stakes). Her maternal grandsire is race-placed CHIVATO CHUBASCO SI 82; son of THE SIGNATURE SI 107, 11 race wins, $333,473; sire of 47 stakes winners, $11,232,617, including HEZA FAST MAN SI 111 (Champion Racing 3-Year-Old Colt, 10 race wins, $801,356), SIG HANSON SI 102 (Champion Racing 3-Year-Old Colt, 9 race wins, $433,193), OURAUTOGRAPH SI 103 (13 race wins, $301,634). Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity.
Notes

Considered a top-end using horse, “Freckles” is a ranch horse deluxe. Easy on the eyes and able-bodied, he takes every job on the ranch in stride and is happy to put in a full day of gathering, sorting, and branding. He crosses water and navigates rough country with ease while being gentle enough for the entire family. Started on the head side, this gelding has the potential to make a fine rope horse. His sire is BET HESA CAT, $272,151: NCHA Open World Champion; NCHA Open World Champion Stallion. A 2019 QData Top 5 and 2020 QData Top 10 Sire of RCH Money-Earners; 2019 & 2020 QData Top 25 Sire of Ranch Horse Money-Earners. Sire of 356 money-earners, $4,763,445, earners of 1,484 AQHA points, including BET CHALOU ($267,606: PCCHA Roundup Open Classic Champion), BET HE SPARKS ($208,144: NRCHA Open Derby Champion), PLAIN CATTY ($189,509: NRCHA Open Futurity Champion). His dam is ONE CHEXY CHIC, the earner of 7 AQHA points: 8th National Versatility Ranch Horse Assoc. Year-End Ranch Horse Champion, 7th National Versatility Ranch Horse Assoc. Champ All-Around Int. Amateur, National Versatility Ranch Horse Assoc. Year-End High Point Inter. Amateur. A half-sister to the dam of JACKED UP PALEFACE ($7,764: finalist in both the NRHA Futurity Inter. Non-Pro and Limited Non-Pro; Top 10 APHA World Amateur in Ranch Cow Work, Ranch Trail, Ranch Reining, Ranch Riding, Rail Pleasure) and to CHICS REVOLUTIONS ($3,621: NRCHA Futurity Inter. Non-Pro finalist). Maternal grandsire is PEPPY BADGER CHEX, AQHA World Champion Junior Reining Horse and Senior Working Cow Horse. An AQHA Top 25 All-Time Sire of Reining Point-Earners. **Eligibilities:** CSU Maturity, Future Fortunes.
Twist To Play

**MISS FREEMAN 1953**

Miss Freeman 053

- **Freckles Playboy**
- **Smart Little Twist**
- **Hesa Eddie Hancock**
- **Four Cardinal Crunch**

**Notes**

Classic ranch horse conformation with a low hock, plentiful hip and clean made front end. With over 60 days under saddle in the CSU Program, this smooth-moving filly is comfortable to ride, easy to catch, and has the foundation to become a fine using horse or versatility ranch horse contender. Her sire is **TWIST TO PLAY**; sire of **TWIST HICKS HELEN** (9th Farmers & Ranchers Livestock Ranch Horse Futurity Overall Open), **LADYS TWIST TO PLAY** (6th Farmers & Ranchers Livestock Ranch Horse Futurity Overall Open). Son of **FRECKLES PLAYBOY**, $60,015: AQHA World Champion Junior Cutting Horse, NCHA Open Futurity Co-Reserve Champion. An AQHA Top 5 All-Time Leading Sire of Cutting Point-Earners; A QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of Cutting Money-Earners. Sire of 1,044 money-earners, $28,792,558, earners of 10,342 AQHA points, including **PLAYBOYS MADERA** ($581,282: The Masters Open Cutting Champion; NCHA Hall of Fame), **PLAYBOYS KID** ($445,018: NCHA Non-Pro World Champion), **HYGLO FRECKLES** ($412,141: NCHA World Champion). Her dam is **MISS FREEMAN 053**. Maternal grandsire is **HESA EDDIE HANCOCK**; sire of **EDDIES LACY RAB** ($5,793 and an AQHA point-earner: 5th AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old Working Ranch Horse Open), **SPIKE HANCOCK RAB** ($3,090: 3rd ARHFA World Championship Roping Futurity Heading Average Non-Pro), **BLUE DIAMOND HANCOCK** (51.5 AQHA points: 5th Dixie National Stock Show NRHA Open), **EDDIE ROCKS RAB** ($4,757: 4th AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old & Over Working Ranch Horse Cowboy twice). **Eligibilities**: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity.
Stout-made with a plentiful frame, this sensible filly is easy on the eyes and riding around nicely. With over 60 days under saddle in the CSU Program, she is on her way to making a ranch or performance horse prospect. Quality movement, top-of-the-line genetics and a pleasing disposition would make her an excellent broodmare down the road. Her sire is DUALWITHME, $3,577 and 71 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Cutting Champion; AQHA High Point Junior Cutting Champion twice; Superior Cutting. Sire of 3 money-earners, including SCR DUALIN FORJEWELS ($17,236 and 26 AQHA points: AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old & Over Boxing Limited Amateur Champion), DUALINWITHTHELADIES ($15,501 and 112 AQHA points: ARHA World Novice Amateur Ranch Reining Reserve Champion), SCR ONE SHOT WHISKEY (AQHA point-earner: 5th SHOT Year-End All-Around Junior Open), SCR DUAL PEP GAL (RHAA money-earner). Son of DUAL PEP, a 2019 & 2020 QData Leading Sire of Cutting Money-Earners; sire of 832 money-earners, $25,981,958, and earners of 6,146 AQHA points, including DUAL REY ME ($814,292 and 30.5 AQHA points: NCHA World Champion 3 times; NCHA Hall of Fame), DULLY LENA ($395,616: NCHA Open Futurity Reserve Champion), OLENA DULLY ($302,685: finalist in the NCHA Open Futurity). Her dam, SCR KITTY CAN DANCE, is a daughter of SOPHISTICATED CAT, $192,738: AQHA World Champion Senior Cutting Horse 3 times. Sire of 332 money-earners, $2,312,540, including DUCKS DUX (AUS) ($143,335: Australia NCHA Open Futurity Champion; Australian NCHA Hall of Fame). 

**Eligibilities:** AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity.
Hey SS Gun
2017 Gray Gelding

Consigned by Haythorn Ranch Company

Hey SS Gun

Hey Houston
HEY SS GUN
Stella S Gun

Notes From the string of Jason Long, here is your next go-to using horse. Solid made and easy on the eyes, this young gelding is well on his way to becoming a dependable ranch horse. Doctoring yearlings, navigating rough country and smooth traveling, he takes everything in stride. His sire is HEY HOUSTON, 238 points and $3,061: 3rd AQHA High Point Senior Reining; money-earner in the NRCHA World's Greatest Horseman with Al DUNNING; Superior Heading; Superior Reining. Sire of 20 money-earners, 14 AQHA point-earners, including HOUSTON SHINE ($74,680 and 332 AQHA points: AQHA World Amateur Intermediate Exhibitor Reserve Champion Performance Stallion, Superior Reining), HOW SMART IS SMOKIN ($10,410: finalist in the NRCHA Open Futurity), HEY SAN KAI ($8,564 and an AQHA point-earner: split 4th NRCHA World Hackamore Limited Open), THIS CHICS A HICK ($6,814 and 11.5 AQHA points: 3rd Idaho RCHA Intermediate Open Futurity). His dam is STELLA S GUN. Maternal grandsire is SPECIAL GUN, $3,001: 3rd Black Hills Stock Show Ranch Horse Open, 6th Fort Worth Stock Show AQHA Versatility Ranch Horse Open, 7th Ranch CHA Top 10 Open. Sire of 3 money-earners, including SPEC GUN DORA (AQHA point-earner: 3rd Denver National Stock Show QH Finals Team Roping Amateur/Youth), SPEC GUN DAG (CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch Horse Open Futurity Champion), GUNNIN FOR GRAY DEE (9th Houston AQHA Ranching Heritage Overall Amateur).

Eligibilities: CSU Maturity.
Chics With Diamonds

2018 Bay Filly

CD Diamond

CHICS WITH DIAMONDS

5896023

Chics With Cash

CD Olena
Shiners Diamond Girl
Chic Please
Precious Lil Cash

Doc O’Lena
CD Chica San Badger
Shining Spark
Zans Diamond Jackie
Smart Chic Olena
San O Lenita
Nu Cash
Docs Precious Pepy

Notes: Here are some of the hottest cow horse bloodlines on the market. Sleek lines with a natural low head carriage, this filly has all the makings of a cutting or reined cow horse prospect. Low hocks and a deep hip make her a natural stopper with over 60 days of riding in the CSU Program. A half-sister to PRECIOUS MERADA ($10,854: South Dakota RCHA Open Futurity Champion). Her sire is CD DIAMOND, $153,320: NRCHA Open Futurity Champion; 3rd NRCHA Open Derby. Sire of 40 money-earners, including SJR DIAMOND MIST ($179,883 and 12.5 AQHA points; NRCHA Open Futurity Champion). Son of a QData Top 25 All-Time Sire of Cutting Money-Earners, CD OLENA ($170,706: NCHA Horse of the Year, NCHA Open Futurity Champion). The sire of 691 money-earners, $17,648,830, and earners of 4,776 AQHA points, including HES SHINETTES CD ($191,015: AQHA World Junior Working Cow Horse Level 2 Open Champion). Her dam, CHICS WITH CASH, is a full sister to ARC ALIL CASH PLEASE ($36,016 and 98.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Champion Amateur Versatility Ranch Horse), ARC CASH ONLY PLEASE ($10,613 and 41 AQHA points: finalist in the NSHA RCH Open Futurity), ARC CASH HER PLEASE (Sagebrush RCH Derby $1,000 Limited Open Reserve Champion), STYLE OF CASH (NCHA Limited Open Futurity finalist). The second dam is PRECIOUS LIL CASH ($89,353: PCCHA 4-Year-Old Open Stakes Champion; NCHA Superstakes Classic Non-Pro Reserve Champion). Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity, NRBC, NRCHA Stallion Stakes, NCHA Super Stakes, PCCHA Stakes.
Smoke From A Dry Gun

Hip #18

June 12, 2019 Gray Gelding

SMOKE FROM A DRY GUN

Notes: A large frame and gentle disposition make this quiet, young gelding an obvious using horse prospect. His streamlined build and calm demeanor made him easy to start under saddle when he went through the CSU Legends of Ranching program. A half-brother to CODYS GOLDUN SMOKE (AQHA point-earner; NRHA money-earner). His sire is FLYIN B SMOKING GUN, a son of PLAYGUN, $183,538: AQHA High Point Junior Cutting Champion; 3rd AQHA High Point Junior Cutting; Open Perf. ROM. A QData Top 25 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse & Cutting Money-Earners; an AQHA Top 25 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse & RCH Point-Earners. Sire of 525 money-earners, $9,595,681, earners of 9,392 AQHA points, including MR BEAMON ($327,915: NCHA Open Futurity Reserve Champion), PEPPY PLAYS FOR CASH ($304,942: 3rd NCHA Non-Pro Futurity; NCHA Bronze Award), PRF PLAYGUN SPEP ($283,887: NCHA Non-Pro Reserve World Champion), PG HEAVILY ARMED ($265,100: NCHA Open Finals Champion; NCHA Silver Award). His dam is GENUINE DRY LANE. Maternal grandsire is GENUINE SMOKE, NCHA money-earner; sire of GENUINE DELL LANE (Central Idaho RCHA Non-Pro Futurity Reserve Champion), TOP GUN LANE (3rd Central Idaho RCHA CIF Snaffle Bit Futurity), BANDY LANE (NRCHA money-earner).

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity.
Notes From John Snyder’s string, “Inglish”, is loaded with speed and cow sense making him a top-end using horse. Two-time NRCHA Celebration of Champions qualifier, this eager gelding loves to please and has proven himself in the show pen as an NRCHA money earner. Straight up in the bridle and proficient in all phases of ranch work, he is ready to continue his career in the arena or become an exceptional addition to your using horse remuda. A half-brother to APOLLO PLAYIN (RHAA money-earner and Tri-State AQHA Ranching Heritage 4-Year-Old Working Ranchhorse Limited Open Reserve Champion). His sire is PLAYIN ATTRACTION, $111,705: NRCHA Open Futurity Reserve Champion; NRCHA Intermediate Open Futurity Champion. Sire of 12 money-earners, including PADDYS PRINCE ($25,214 and 35.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Ranch Open Reining Division Champion), SEVEN ATTRACTION ($60,000: Road to the Horse 3-Year-Old Challenge Champion). His dam is APOLLO INGREDIENT, is a half-sister to SELECT GUNS ($16,373 and 10 AQHA points: 5th AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Overall Cowboy) and to APOLLO INGREDIENT (dam of BH STYLISH SALLY Southern RCH Alliance Cajun Bridle Open Champion).

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Maturity.

PERFORMANCE RECORD: NRCHA earner of $1,143. In 2015: Colorado State Fair RCH Bridle Novice Horse Open class winner; in 2017: Drought Buster RCH Limited Open Bridle class winner; 3rd Colorado RCHA Futurity Limited Open Bridle class.
Consigned by BOXO Quarter Horses

Boxo Heavens Rangler

May 12, 2019 Sorrel Gelding

Notes
Bred to perform on the ranch and in the arena, this flashy, stylish gelding has the makings of a future cow horse or versatility ranch horse. He is sure to catch a judge’s eye, this agile, intelligent, and eager prospect has been a standout in the CSU Legends of Ranching Program. Full brother to BOXO HEAVENS JOSIE ($5,081 and 6.5 AQHA points: 4th AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old Working Ranch Horse Limited Open, 5th AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 3-Year-Old & Over Ranch Riding Open, 3rd AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old & Over Working Ranch Horse Level 1 Amateur). His sire is SNW HEAVENS KING, Black Hills Stock Show Ranch Horse Ladies Rancher Open Reserve Champion. A QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Riding Money-Earners; A QData Top 25 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Money-Earners. Sire of 7 money-earners, including BOXO HEAVENS FIREFLY ($6,791 and 231.5 AQHA points: NSBA World Ranch Trail Non-Pro Reserve Champion; Superior Ranch Riding), BOXO HEAVENS JOSIE (see above), BOXO HEAVENS ANGEL ($4,466 and 26.5 AQHA points: AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old & Over Amateur Working Ranch Horse Reserve Champion). Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity.
**Notes** The pedigrees are infused with reined cow and ranch horse royalty. Her cowboy color and clean lines make this a perfect using horse prospect. Quick-minded, she would best be suited for a western performance or working ranch home. Her sire is BET HESA CAT, $272,151: NCHA Open World Champion; NCHA Open World Champion Stallion. A 2019 QData Top 5 Leading Sire of RCH Money-Earners; 2020 QData Top 10 Sire of RCH Money-Earners; 2019 & 2020 QData Top 25 Sire of Ranch Horse Money-Earners. Sire of 356 money-earners, $4,763,445, earners of 1,484 AQHA points, including BETCHALOU ($267,606: PCCHA Roundup Classic Champion), BET HE SPARKS ($208,144: NRCHA Open Derby Champion), PLAIN CATTY ($189,509: NRCHA Open Futurity Champion), REYZUR BETS ON THIS CAT ($163,730: The Ike 4-Year-Old Open Cutting Futurity Champion). Her dam, SIXES COWGAL, is sired by AQHA’s First World Champion Versatility Ranch Horse SIXES PICK, the earner of 98.5 AQHA points and Superior Versatility Ranch Horse. A QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Money-Earners. Sire of 33 money-earners, including TAKE A PICK ($25,060 and 15.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Overall Cowboy Champion), FRENCHMANS PICK ($60,837: 4th 2020 WPRA NFR Barrel Round 7; 2020 World’s Oldest Rodeo Barrel Reserve Champion), TRIXES SIXES ($28,408: AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old Open and Limited Open Working Ranch Horse Champion and Limited Open Working Ranch Horse Reserve Champion. **Eligibilities:** CSU Futurity, Breeders Inv, Bonanza, Future Fortunes, NCHA Super Stakes, NRCHA Stallion Stakes, PCCHA Stakes, Ruby Buckle.
**Notes** From the string of Thomas Saunders V, “Casper” has been ridden all over the ranch. Accomplishing every task with ease, from sorting and doctoring yearlings to dragging calves to the fire, he remains eager to work and willing to please. One of our top consignments, this gelding has a lot to offer. His sire is **SEVEN FROM HEAVEN** ($72,732 and 7 AQHA points: AQHA World Champion Junior Cutting Horse; Valley RCHA Fresno Futurity Open Co-Reserve Champion. Sire of 26 money-earners, 12 AQHA point-earners, including AN OKIE FROM HEAVEN ($9,478 and 15 AQHA points: NSHA RCH Classic Novice Horse Open Reserve Champion), REMEMBER SUNSET ($5,000: Road to the Horse 3-Year-Old Team Challenge Open Co-Champion). His dam is **NATURAL COUNTRY** (AQHA/APHA), 43 AQHA points: 5th APHA World Junior Steer Stopping Open; 7th APHA World Junior Open Heeling; Open Perf. ROM. A full sister to COUNTRY'S SIS (63.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Junior Heading qualifier; granddam of BLUE BERRY PLEASE $27,000: ARHFA World Championship Roping Open Futurity Heading Champion), and a half-sister to NATURALLY BEST (dam of PEARL SNAPPIN $200,000+: Austin Rodeo Champion), BEST PERFORMANCE (dam of PERFECT PERFORMANCE $10,000: Road to the Horse Champion; PADDY BEST WHISKEY $2,378: barrel race earnings, JESS THE BEST $2,378: barrel race earnings), NATURALLY SMOOTH (granddam of LEAN'S STYLISH LADY $6,685: CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch Horse Maturity Non-Pro Champion).

**Eligibilities**: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Maturity.
Peptoes

SCR PEPTOES RED CAT
5975906

Cats Smokin Chic

Peptoboonsmal
SR Jaguar
Cats Merada
Shes One Smart Chic
Peppy San Badger
Royal Blue Boon
Doc O’Lena
Docs Move
High Brow Cat
Merada Lena
Smart Chic Olena
Miss Puddin Pine

Notes
Her petite head and kind eye make this pleasant filly stand out in a crowd. With 60 days of riding in the CSU Program, she has all the moves to become a prime cow horse or versatility ranch horse contender. A studious individual and eager to please, she has quickly become well-liked among the students. Her sire is PEPTOES, $15,657: semi-finalist in the NCHA Open Super Stakes; finalist in the South Point Open Cutting Futurity. Sire of 5 money-earners, including SCR PEPTOES PARTON ($4,694 and 17 AQHA points: CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch Horse Open Maturity Champion twice), A PEPPY CADILLAC ($4,000: Italian RHA Level 1 Open Futurity Reserve Champion). Son of an All-Time Leading Cutting and RCH Sire PEPTOBOONSMAL, the sire of 905 money-earners, $27,767,757, earners of 8,640 AQHA points, including LITTLE PEPTO GAL ($523,742: 3rd NCHA Open Futurity, Bonanza and Brazos Bash Open Derbies Champion), COPASPEPTO ($480,433: NCHA Open Super Stakes Co-Champion; NCHA Abilene Spectacular Open Derby Champion; top 10 NCHA Open Futurity), ONE TIME PEPTO ($331,097: NCHA Superstakes Open Champion). Her dam is CATS SMOKIN CHIC, $14,559: finalist in the NCHA Amateur Futurity, 4th West Texas Derby $50,000 Amateur. A half-sister to BLUER ($59,815: 4th Tunica Non-Pro Classic, 12th NCHA Superstakes Classic Limited Non-Pro, Chisholm Trail Fall Classic Non-Pro Champion), ROOSTA ($22,819 and 233.5 AQHA points: 4th AQHA High Point Junior Reining Open, Western Slope Slide Open Reining Futurity Champion; Superior Reining), CATS SMOKIN CHIC (West Coast RHA Best in the West Non-Pro Futurity Champion).

Eligibilities: CSU Futurity.
Montoya Bobbet
May 8, 2019 Sorrel Filly

Montoya CD

**MONTOYA BOBBET**

Montoya Pippa

Notes: Delightful features with a feminine head and deep hip make this filly stand out from the rest. Polite and level-headed she has all of the ingredients to become a dependable using horse down the road. With over 60 days of riding CSU Programs, she is popular with the students. Her sire is MONTOYA CD, a son of HIGH BROW CD, $542,101: NCHA Horse of the Year, NCHA Open Futurity Champion. A 2019 AQHA Top 10 Sire of Cutting Point-Earners; 2019 & 2020 QData Top 10 Sire of Cutting Money-Earners; A QData Top 25 All-Time Sire of Cutting Money-Earners; 2019 AQHA Top 25 Sire of RCH Point-Earners. Sire of 390 money-earners, $11,139,425, earners of 1,051 AQHA points, including SOME KINDA HIGHBROW ($492,311: NCHA World Champion Gelding; NCHA Hall of Fame), CRAFTY WITH COWS ($445,930: 3rd NCHA Open Futurity; NCHA Hall of Fame), REYZIN ($424,834 and 15.5 AQHA points: NCHA Horse of the Year Non-Pro, NCHA Hall of Fame), HIGH STYLIN CD ($302,682: NCHA Horse of the Year Amateur), AMANDAS CD ($286,843: top 10 NCHA Open Futurity), SWEET LIL AMANDA ($269,504: top 10 NCHA Open Super Stakes). Maternal grandsire is BELL PAGO 108, a grandson of SMOKE FIFTY; sire of 3 money-earners, including NIFTY JACKS BACK (AQHA/PRCA Team Roping Heeling Horse of The Year), RAIL A SMOKEN ($8,924 and 168 AQHA points; 3rd AQHA World Senior Heeling, Superior Heeling), DECKEM DAN (9 AQHA points), TORPEDO RED (AQHA point-earner), SMOKE FRECKLES (NCHA money-earner), SMOKE A RAIL (RHAA money-earner).

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity.
Take a look at this attractive gelding that the whole family can enjoy. “Relic” is well made with good bone and excels at everything asked of him on the ranch. Roping yearlings, prowling pastures, and branding calves are all in a day’s work for this accomplished using horse. His sire is NEW SHADE OF DUN IT; sire of RELIC DUN IT (8th PHBA World All-Age Ranch Riding Open). Son of ITS TIME I DUN IT, 11.5 AQHA points. Sire of DUN IT PRESCRIPTION ($31,021 and 395 AQHA points: Congress Heading Open Reserve Champion; Superior Heading), ITS TIME SHE DUN IT ($17,863 and 106.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Junior Ranch Sorting Open Leader, Superior Ranch Sorting), FIVE OAKS TIMETOSPIN ($11,976 and 132.5 AQHA points: American Ranch Horse Assoc. World Amateur Heading Champion), SARAHSTIME DUN IT (37 AQHA points: 3rd AQHA High Point Senior Ranch Riding Level 2 Open), SURVIVE THIS (40 AQHA points), DOCS SCRIPT DUNNIT (6.5 AQHA points: 7th Congress Tie-Down Roping Amateur), HOLLYWOODGOLDDUNIT (6 AQHA points), LUCKY DOCSDUN IT (AQHA point-earner), DOC HOLLYWOOD DUNIT (AQHA point-earner). Dam, JUST A RELIC, is a granddaughter of SKIPS ASSAULT; sire of SKIPS ASSIST (114 AQHA points: NSBA money-earner. Superior Halter), DW SERENADE ASSAULT ($5,791 and 175.5 AQHA points: San Angelo Stock Show AQHA Judge 1 Western Pleasure Amateur Champion; Superior Amateur Western Pleasure), DW SUSIES ASSAULT (32 AQHA points). Eligibilities: CSU Maturity.

Performance Record: In 2017: 8th PHBA World All-Age Ranch Riding Open.
Notes: Perfectly balanced with a beautiful face, this flashy filly is a true cow horse prospect. Her keen mind and willingness to learn set her apart from the rest. With her low hocks and ample hip, she is starting to go to the ground in her stops and has the foot speed to step around with a cow. Her sire is SMART REYVOLUTION, NCHA money-earner. His first foals arrived in 2018, a son of DUAL REY, $105,038; split 6th NCHA Open Futurity. QData #2 All-Time Leading Sire of Cutting Money-Earners. Sire of 1,580 money-earners, $47,980,875, earners of 9,997 AQHA points, including SPECIAL NU BABY ($482,061: NCHA World Champion Mare; NCHA Hall of Fame), DONT STOPP BELIEVIN ($463,962: NCHA Open Reserve World Champion; NCHA Hall of Fame), REYS DESIRE ($409,603: NCHA Open Super Stakes Champion; NCHA Hall of Fame), REY DOWN SALLY ($404,170: split 3rd NCHA Open Futurity; NCHA Hall of Fame), CREY ZEE ($394,690: NCHA Horse of the Year), MISS ELLA REY ($378,668 and 94.5 AQHA points: NCHA Non-Pro Co-World Champion). Her dam is MIXIN SOME GIN. Maternal grandsire is WAGON STAKE, 6.5 AQHA points; sire of CREEKS SMOOTH BRIM (4th American Ranch Horse Assoc. World Junior Ranch Reining) and of multiple AQHA performers including HANCOCKS DE VINE ONE, SMOOTH WAGON GIRL. Son of TANQUERY GIN, the sire of 178 money-earners, $2,366,648, earners of 2,394 AQHA points, including GINS SOLANO ($286,504: NCHA Breeders Cup Open Champion; NCHA Bronze Award), MISS BEEFEATER GIN ($166,036: Harrahs Open Cutting Futurity Champion), CHOPSTICK ($136,254: finalist in the NCHA Non-Pro Futurity; NCHA Bronze Award). **Eligibilities:** CSU Futurity.
Notes
A natural performance horse prospect, this polite filly is supple throughout her body and moves gracefully in the arena. She is showing all of the signs of a true show horse contender with her trainable mind and superior physical ability. She has a solid 60 rides in the CSU Program and is a classroom favorite. Her sire is LIGHT MY DYNAMITE, His first foals arrived in 2017, a son of CD LIGHTS, $233,383: NCHA Open World Champion Stallion; NCHA Open Reserve World Champion. A 2019 AQHA Top 5 Leading Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners; an AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners; A QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of RCH Money-Earners. Sire of 303 money-earners, $5,676,591, earners of 3,012 AQHA points, including A LITTLE BOSSY ($405,163 and 18.5 AQHA points: NCHA World Champion Gelding twice; NCHA Hall of Fame), CD DEE VEE DEE ($276,886 and 99 AQHA points: AQHYA World Working Cow Horse Level 3 Champion 3 times). Her dam is TWO FRECKLED EYES, a half-sister to FRECKLED OAK TIME ($5,551: SEST RHA Spring Celebration Open Derby Champion 2-times: 7th, Congress Junior Reining Open), FRECKLED JO OAK (AQHA point-earner), and a daughter of TWO EYED RED BUCK, $8,975 and 279 AQHA points: AQHA Reserve High Point Junior Heading Champion; AQHA Reserve High Point Heading Stallion, AQHA Champion; Superior Heading, Superior Heeling. A QData Top 25 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Money-Earners. Sire of 102 money-earners and earners of 9,843 AQHA points, including RED BUCK DUNIT ($32,324 and 1,163 AQHA points: AQHA Select World Heeling Champion; Superior Heading).

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity.
Consigned by Haythorn Ranch Company

Houston Kai 7812

2017 Bay Roan Gelding

Hip # 28

Hey Houston

HOUSTON KAI 7812

San Kai 612

6062118

Notes

Jason Long says this strong individual is on his way to becoming a top-end using horse. Having been used roping and gathering pastures, under an experienced rider, this agile gelding has the potential to excel in all aspects of ranch work. His sire is HEY HOUSTON, 238 points and $3,061: 3rd AQHA High Point Senior Reining; money-earner in the NRCHA World’s Greatest Horseman with Al DUNNING; Superior Heading; Superior Reining. Sire of 20 money-earners, 14 AQHA point-earners, including HOUSTON SHINE ($74,680 and 332 AQHA points: AQHA World Amateur Intermediate Exhibitor Reserve Champion Performance Stallion, Superior Reining). His dam is SAN KAI 612, and is a full sister to PEPPY SAN 812 (AQHA point-earner, NRCHA money-earner, AQHA World Senior Working Cow Horse Level 2 qualifier), and a half-sister to SIXES HR 312 (6th South Dakota RCHA Road to Reno $7,500 Limited Open Futurity), TOY GUN 812 (3rd CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch Horse Futurity Open). 

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Maturity.
Consigned by Spur Cross Ranch

SCR Peps Wimpy
April 22, 2019 Chestnut Filly

Peptoes
SCR PEPS WIMPY
5975904
Thischicsalilwimpy
Peptoboonsmal
SR Jaguar
Wimpys Little Step
Miss Remy Chic

Notes: Loaded with chrome, this proportionally made filly has the pedigree to excel in performance horse events or on the barrel pattern. Inquisitive and level-headed, she is enjoyable to train. With 60 days of riding in the CSU Program, she has a solid foundation and is ready to point in any direction. A half-sister to SCR STREAKIN WIMPY (split 8th MVP Barrel Futurity Go Open 2D Champion) and SCR PEPTOESLILWIMPY (3rd CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch Horse Maturity Non-Pro). Her sire is PEPTOES, $15,657: semi-finalist in the NCHA Open Super Stakes; finalist in the South Point Open Cutting Futurity. Sire of 5 money-earners, including SCR PEPTOES PARTON ($4,694 and 17 AQHA points: CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch Horse Open Maturity Champion twice), A PEPPY CADILLAC ($4,000: Italian RHA Level 1 Open Futurity Reserve Champion). Son of an All-Time Leading Cutting and RCH Sire PEPTOBOONSMAL, the sire of 905 money-earners, $27,767,757, earners of 8,640 AQHA points, including LITTLE PEPTO GAL ($523,742: 3rd NCHA Open Futurity, Bonanza and Brazos Bash Open Derbies Champion), COPASPEPTO ($480,433: NCHA Open Super Stakes Co-Champion; NCHA Abilene Spectacular Open Derby Champion; top 10 NCHA Open Futurity), ONE TIME PEPTO ($331,097: NCHA Superstakes Open Champion). Her dam is THISCHICSALILWIMPY, and is a full sister to WIMPYS STEPPING OUT ($3,576: PHBA World Junior Reining Champion), STEPINIC (Central New York RHA Ride & Slide Rookie Pro class winner), and a half-sister to WHIZPERS (AQHA point-earner: IN RHA Spring Fling Novice Horse Non-Pro class winner). This consignment is AQHA/APHA Registered. Eligibilities: CSU Futurity.
Notes Don't miss this pretty-headed, handsome, well put together young gelding. Friendly and loaded with personality, he is one of our top prospects. With over 60 days of riding in the CSU Program, he is ready to point towards cattle events or he would make an outstanding using horse. His sire is TYPICAL HICKORY, $61,898: split 4th NCHA Open Classic/Challenge; Abilene Spectacular Classic Open Reserve Champion. Sire of 10 money-earners, including LM TYPICAL SHADOW ($24,289: 4th NRCHA World Bridle Novice Non-Pro Rider), HICKOLENA DOC ($9,984: Wyoming CHA Non-Pro Futurity Reserve Champion), TYPICAL MOCCA SHAKE ($8,026: Bluebonnet Cutting Stakes Non-Pro Derby Reserve Champion). His dam is ANNIE SMOOTHFRECKLES, and is a full sister to LONE ROSIE FRECKLES (4th South Dakota RCHA Independence Derby Amateur); a half-sister to MISS STAR GUN (dam of barrel racing money-earner GUNNIN FOR FAME). Dam's sire is MR PEPPYS FRECKLES, $11,043: finalist Gold Coast Cutting Non-Pro Derby; money-earner in the Abilene Spectacular Non-Pro Classic. Sire of 56 money-earners, 14 AQHA point-earners, including QUITE THE FAT CAT ($248,609: 3rd NCHA Open Futurity). Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity.
Notes From the string of Travis Holmes, “Roany”, is balanced, stout-made with a strong set of withers. Ranch tested and family-approved he is steadfast in uneven terrain and has a big heart with a lot of bottom. Used in every phase of ranch work, he has proven his worth gathering big pastures, sorting, and dragging calves to the fire. This top-end horse has been roped off in the arena and is quiet in the box.

A half-brother to DOCS RUTH TIO, the dam of CC TIO VAQUERO (32 AQHA points in amateur and youth ranch riding, reining, ranch sorting, working hunter: US Ranch Horse Championships March Ranch Riding Youth Class Champion and Youth All-Around Co-Champion). His sire is DANIEL B BOOM (AQHA/APHA), $38,032 and 480.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Champion Junior Tie-Down Roping Champion; APHA World Champion Senior Reining Horse, AQHA Performance Champion; Superior Tie-Down Roping, Superior Heading; Superior Heeling; Superior Reining. Sire of 10 money-earners, including SHE B BOOMIN (35.5 AQHA points: AQHYA World Heeling Intermediate Exhibitor Champion). His dam TEQITA DOCS RUTH, is a half-sister to TEQITA NIGHT ACACIA (AQHA point-earner: Colorado RCHA March Madness Derby Rein Work Novice Horse Open Reserve Champion; dam of NRHA money-earner PEPTOQUITA), TEQUES PANHANDLER (NRHA money-earner) and to TEQUITA NIGHT DESIRE (dam of barrel racing money-earner PARK THE TRAIN). Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Maturity.
Consigned by Bar Rock-N-Bean Ranch

Tounge River Quail

2018 Bay Roan Filly

Hip # 32

Quail Hunter

TOUNGE RIVER QUAIL

5903560

TRR Lucky Kitty

Paddys Irish Whiskey

Miss Blue Quail

Cats Hillbilly

TRR Ms Lucky Gun

Peppy San Badger

Doc’s Starlight

Royal Nero

Happy Hancock 23

High Brow Cat

Billie Catbalou

Playgun

Docs Lucky Dottie

Notes: A pedigree filled with ranch-tested bloodlines make this cute, balanced filly a natural using horse prospect. Quiet with an in-your-pocket personality, she is the kind that will be an exceptional addition to the broodmare band down the road. Taking everything in stride, she was easy to start in the CSU Legends of Ranching Program and has become a smooth mover under saddle. Her sire, QUAIL HUNTER, is the sire of BEANMOONSHINEPLAYGUN (25.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Junior Heading Level 2 Open Leader), TK TWO CENTSWORTH (RHAA money-earner). Her dam is TRR LUCKY KITTY, a half-sister to TRR LUCKY BRAZOS ($43,812: NRCHA Limited Open Futurity Champion; NRCHA Celebration of Champions Amateur Derby Champion; Intermediate Non-Pro Derby Reserve Co-Champion; Fort Worth AQHA Ranching Heritage 4-Year-Old Working Ranchhorse Open Champion; 3rd RHAA National Finals Junior Open), TRR LUCKY PLAYGUN ($27,745 and 108.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Overall Senior Open Champion; RHAA National Finals Ranchhand Champion; NRCHA World Greatest Horseman Youth Champion; NRCHA Futurity Youth Class Champion; AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-year-Old Team Roping Open Champion), TRR PEPCIDS GUN (American Ranch Horse Assoc. World All-Age Ranch Roping Open Champion). Dam’s sire is CATS HILLBILLY, $29,555 and an AQHA point-earner: split 3rd NCHA Eastern Nationals $3,000 Novice, 4th Kansas CHA Open Derby. Sire of 15 money-earners, including TRR MS BECACO KITTY (45.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Ranch Trail Division Limited Youth Reserve Champion). Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity.
Consigned by Tee Cross Ranches

TCR Freckle Cat

2017 Chestnut Filly

Hip # 33

Cowtowns Cat

TCR FRECKLE CAT

5843761

Joses Freckle Girl

Notes

This filly stands correct, with her balanced body and proportional features. A bold-looking filly, she was easy to start and has 60 days of riding in the CSU Program. With her natural good looks and pleasant nature, she is a prime versatility ranch horse or using horse candidate. Put her to work on the ranch and down the road, she can add value to your broodmare band. A half-sister to T TARI FRECKLES ($16,392 and 31 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Junior Versatility Ranch Horse, AQHA High Point Versatility Ranch Gelding, 4th AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Overall Open). Her sire is COWTOWN'S CAT, $34,926: finalist in the Breeders Inv. $10,000 Limited Open Derby, NCHA Super Stakes Classic Senior Limited Non-Pro Champion. Sire of 5 money-earners, including MS MARLBORO CAT ($20,007: 8th AQHA World Junior Heeling Level 2 Open), MARLBORO CAT ($12,637 and 80 AQHA points: AQHA World Level 2 Open Junior Heeling Champion), COWTOWN JEZZY ($9,528 and 78.5 AQHA points: 4th Cornhusker Classic ARHFA Futurity Heading Limited Open, Superior Heeling), PICOS CAT ($5,290 and 83.5 AQHA points: CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch Horse Open Futurity Champion). Her dam, Joses FRECKLE GIRL, is a half-sister to TARIS OTHER JEZZY ($9,528: 78.5 AQHA points in heeling and heading: ARHFA World Championship Roping Futurity Heeling Limited Open Champion). Maternal grandsire is SMOKIN JOSE, $19,058: AQHA World Champion Junior Cutting Horse. Sire of 143 money-earners, $1,691,326, earners of 2,577 AQHA points, including SMOKIN SPOOK RIO ($171,445: NCHA $50,000 Amateur World Champion. Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity.
Stout made hardly covers the depth of body in the sizeable gelding. “Rice” has all the parts to make a top-of-the-line cowboy horse. Large foot, solid frame, and a lot of bottom, he is made to go all day. With his ability and size, he would best be suited for a more advanced horseman/competitor. His sire is SNW HEAVENS KING, Black Hills Stock Show Ranch Horse Ladies Rancher Open Reserve Champion. A QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Riding Money-Earners; A QData Top 25 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Money-Earners. Sire of 7 money-earners, including BOXO HEAVENS FIREFLY ($6,791 and 231.5 AQHA points: NSBA World Ranch Trail Non-Pro Reserve Champion; Superior Ranch Riding), BOXO HEAVENS JOSIE ($5,081 and 6.5 AQHA points: 4th AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old Working Ranch Horse Limited Open), BOXO HEAVENS ANGEL ($4,466 and 26.5 AQHA points: AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old & Over Amateur Working Ranch Horse Reserve Champion). His dam is BAR HEELS BLUE SLICE. A granddaughter of KING BARS HANCOCK; sire of HANCOCKS SWEETHEART (24 AQHA points: Open Perf. ROM), BLUE BARS PEPPI (6th Congress Team Roping Challenge Amateur). He is by ROAN AMBROSE; sire of TRACE A ROAN STAR (5th Black Hills Stock Show Ranch Horse Rancher). 

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Maturity.
Notes Some of the finest performance horse genetics wrapped up in a gorgeous, stout buckskin package. With her looks and physical ability, she is a prime performance horse prospect that would make a prized broodmare in the future. With over 60 days of riding in the CSU Program, she has proven to have a trainable mind and is riding around confidently. A half-sister to MISS MAGGIE REY ($5,310: 6th Canadian Supreme Open to the World Open Cutting Champion), GENUINE PARTYWARE (AQHA point-earner). Her sire is CD DIAMOND, $153,320: NRCHA Open Futurity Champion; 3rd NRCHA Open Derby. Sire of 40 money-earners, including SJR DIAMOND MIST ($179,883 and 12.5 AQHA points: NRCHA Open Futurity Champion), SJR DIAMONDS CASH ($20,806: NRCHA Futurity San Juan Ranch Incentive Non-Pro), SJR DIAMOND GO TIME ($15,038: 9th Idaho RCHA Open Futurity Champion). Her dam is PARTYWARE, and is a full sister to BELLES STARCAT ($17,812: 3rd NCHA Derby $50,000 Senior Amateur), RACHEL DAVIS ($11,308: split 4th Cattlemens Classic Non-Pro; dam of HOT TISH FOR YOU $33,945: Cattlemens Non-Pro Derby Co-Champion; The Non-Pro Inter. Non-Pro Derby Champion); a half-sister to PLAYWARE ($88,701: NCHA Open Futurity finalist), JAZZWARE ($55,895), SMARTWARE ($41,115: NCHA Amateur Super Stakes Champion), WORKWARE ($38,391: Magnolia Amateur Derby Champion), DELLAWARE (dam of SWOOPN INDIAN $115,536; REVELATION $89,575). Second dam is BELLE STAR PLAYGIRL ($6,840: split 6th Memphis Cutting Classic Non-Pro, Augusta Non-Pro Classic finalist). Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity, NRBC, NCHA Super Stakes, NRCHA Stallion Stakes, PCCHA Stakes.
Notes With the cowboy color everyone likes and baby doll features to get you noticed in the show pen, this red roan filly is a class favorite. After 60 days under saddle in the CSU Program, she displays an inquisitive mind and eager to please temperament making her a pleasure to work with. Comfortable to ride with a natural head carriage, she is an obvious cow horse or versatility ranch horse contender. Sired by AQHA’s First World Champion Versatility Ranch Horse in 2006 SIXES PICK, he is the earner of 99 AQHA points in cutting, working cow horse, halter, and versatility ranch. A QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Money-Earners he has sired 33 money-earners and 20 AQHA point-earners, including TAKE A PICK ($25,060 and 15.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Overall Cowboy Champion), SIXES SIXGUN ($19,051 and 59 AQHA points: AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Ranch Cow Work Division Open Champion), PICKIN TIVIO ($4,302 and 17 AQHA points: AQHA World Versatility Ranch Horse Ranch Riding Champion), FRENCHMANS PICK ($60,950: 4th W PRA NFR Barrel Racing Round 7). Her dam, DELINES PEPTO, is a sister to PICKS GAL (dam of SS ONE EYED GAL CO RCHA Fall Finale Futurity $7500 Limited Open Reserve Champion). Maternal grandsire is ONE TIME PEPTO, a 2020 AQHA #1 Leading Sire of RCH Point-Earners; A QData Top 5 All-Time Leading Sire of RCH Money-Earners; an AQHA Top 5 All-Time Leading Sire of RCH Point-Earners. Sire of 778 money-earners, $18,588,310, earners of 5,690 AQHA points, including ONE TIME ROYALTY ($447,543: NCHA Open Futurity Champion; NCHA Hall of Fame). Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Futurity, Future Fortunes, NRCHA Stallion Stakes.
Montoya Dashowda
2013 Sorrel Mare

Notes

From Guy Peterson's string, here is a sizeable mare that has seen every acre of our outfit. With the ability to make an incomparable rope horse, this mare is very cowy and has a lot of bottom. Dragging calves to the fire, sure-footed over rough terrain, and fun to sort on she is the right kind. Full sister to MONTOYA METAL $11,500: Reno Snaffle Bit RCH Futurity Intermediate Open Reserve Champion and 9th in the Open), MONTOYA CIRCLETTE ($10,317: NRCHA Open Futurity and Intermediate Open finalist); half-sister to REYS REDNECK ($14,917: 6th Brazos Bash Open Futurity), PASTEL LIGHTS ($12,135: Brazos Bash Open Futurity finalist), STIFFY REY BADGER ($10,096: 5/6th Congress Cutting Non-Pro Derby). Her sire is NU CIRCLE N CASH, $67,946: NRCHA Open Stakes Reserve Champion. Sire of 32 money-earners, including CIRCLE BACK JACK ($3,000: AQHA/PRCA Team Roping Heeling Horse of The Year Reserve Champion), NU CIRCLE OF LIGHT ($103,571: NRCHA Open Futurity Champion). Her dam is PASTELS PRETTY PEPPY, $102,502: split 6th NCHA Open Super Stakes; Suncoast Fall Open Cutting Futurity Reserve Champion. A full sister to HESA BO BADGER ($18,375: top 10 NCHA Super Stakes $100,000 Unlimited Amateur), and a half-sister to PRETTY BO BUNNY ($104,337: NCHA Non-Pro Classic/Challenge Reserve Champion; dam of DMAC EASTER BUNNY $52,966: NCHA Open Futurity Finalist, PRINCESS OF BEL AIR $40,694: NCHA Non-Pro Derby finalist), DMAC BUNNYS GUN (AQHA Team Penning World Champion), PRETTY CD PLAYER (dam of SEE DA CAT $148,246: NCHA $50,000 Amateur World Champion). Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage, CSU Maturity.
FROM: Colorado State University (CSU, the Auctioneer)  
TO: All Sale Participants – Take Notice

# 1 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY; GOVERNING LAW

Neither the Auctioneer, any representative thereof, nor their consultants shall be responsible
for any liability whatsoever, including, but not limited to, the loss, damage, injury, death, or
illness of any horse, person, or property before, during, or after the sale. All horses consigned
to the sale are offered in accordance with the laws of the State of Colorado and all transactions
between Buyer, Seller and the Auctioneer are governed by the laws of the State of Colorado.
Sellers are hereby bound by the Consignment Agreement completed upon nomination of
sale entry, as well as these Conditions of Sale.

# 2 BIDDING PROCEDURE

The right to bid or repurchase a horse is reserved by the Seller or his representative. Title of
the horse passes to the Buyer automatically at the final fall of the Auctioneer’s gavel, unless
such repurchase is clearly indicated immediately by the Seller, his representative, or the
Auctioneer. The highest bidder shall become the Buyer. Any successful bidder shall sign a
Buyer’s Acknowledgment of Purchase that shall be presented by an auction clerk immediately
after the purchase has been made. The Auctioneer reserves the right to reject any and all bids.

# 3 ONLINE BIDDING

As a courtesy, if you are an approved buyer and unable to attend in person and cannot find
an agent to represent you at the sale, you may bid on-line through DV Auction. CSU cannot
guarantee your on-line bid will be represented.

# 4 BIDDING DISPUTES

If a dispute should arise between or among two or more bidders, the Auctioneer shall settle
the dispute, and his decision shall be absolute, final, and binding on all parties. In such a
case, the Auctioneer has the right, but not the obligation, to reopen the bid and ask for
advance bids, solely between the bidders having claimed the last bid. If there is no advance
bid, the horse shall be sold to the bidder from whom the Auctioneer recognized the final bid.
If for any reason the bid should be reduced below the recognized bid at the beginning
of such a dispute, the Auctioneer may reopen the bidding to all bidders with the highest
bidder becoming the Buyer regardless of whether or not the final bid exceeds the bid which
was originally disputed.

# 5 TITLE AND DELIVERY

Title passes to the Buyer automatically at the final fall of the Auctioneer’s gavel unless a
repurchase is made by the Seller, his representative, or the Auctioneer on the Seller’s behalf.
At such time, the Buyer assumes all risk of loss and the responsibility, maintenance, care and
expenses for the horse sold passes immediately from the Seller to the Buyer. This shall be the condition in the case of illness, injury, or death of any horse after it has been sold. Upon the passage of title, the Buyer agrees to indemnify and hold the Auctioneer, any representative thereof, or consultants for harmless from all loss, cost and expense including but not limited to: (a) the illness, injury or death of purchased horse, or (b) loss or damage to property, and (c) injury or death of persons caused by the Buyer, his agents, employees or the purchased horse. Title and all risks are assumed by the Buyer whether or not delivery has been made. Delivery of a purchased horse shall be contingent upon the Buyer making a full settlement to the sale cashier as described in Condition No. 5. After a satisfactory settlement is made, delivery will be in the form of a release for the horse from the auction grounds. In addition to the release, the Buyer will receive the current Coggins test, proof of a current health inspection, and a copy of the registration certificate.

# 6 SETTLEMENT

Settlement for any purchase must be made in full and paid directly to the sale cashier within the specified time announced prior to the commencement of the auction. Payment to any other source is prohibited and is not recognized as settlement. Settlement for any purchase must be made for the full purchase price with U.S. Currency or with funds from a U.S. Bank in the form of check, or credit/debit card. A valid drivers license and/or other forms of positive identification are required upon settlement. Any person signing a check in the State of Colorado is liable for the full amount of the check. Any party issuing a check returned as "insufficient funds" or "payment stopped" or "account closed" or a check that shall for any reason not clear the drawee's bank, will be liable for three times the amount thereof, costs, and attorney fees, and may be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

# 7 DEFAULT BY BUYER

After signing the Buyer's Acknowledgment of Purchase, the Buyer shall be responsible for the full purchase price, as stated, for the horse. A Buyer who fails in any respect whatsoever to make settlement as described in Condition No. 5, shall be declared in default. Upon default, any horse purchased by the Buyer may be resold by Auctioneer for the Seller and all costs associated with such resale shall be borne by the defaulting Buyer. Should such a resale fail to satisfy in full the balance due, the Buyer shall immediately pay Auctioneer the amount of the balance owing. The Seller or Auctioneer may bring suit against the Buyer who shall be responsible for all costs, plus reasonable attorney's fees, incurred by Auctioneer in collection of amounts owing, or in enforcement or interpretation of this contract and/or the sale condition.

# 8 WARRANTIES

A. Prospective Buyers are hereby cautioned and advised by the Auctioneer to examine horses thoroughly prior to purchasing. Buyers have the right, at their expense, to have an on-site routine veterinary examination performed by a mutually agreed upon veterinarian on any horse prior to the sale. There is no warranty, expressed or implied by the Auctioneer, any representative thereof, or consultants for as to the soundness, physical condition, health, or disposition, NOR AS TO MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE of any horse offered in this sale. All horses are sold "as is" with all existing conditions and defects except as expressly provided below or as otherwise announced at the time of sale on the Seller's behalf from the auction block. Any and all guarantees announced on the Seller's behalf from the auction block are made solely between the Seller and the Buyer and shall not be binding on or effective as against the Auctioneer.

B. The Seller does represent and warrant unto the Auctioneer and the Buyer of each horse
the following (unless otherwise announced at the time of sale): (1) The horse is not vision impaired; (2) The horse is not a “cribber”; (3) The horse has not been nerved, nor foundered, nor has navicular disease; (4) The sex of the horse is as described in the catalog; (5) There is not an obvious gap between the upper and lower teeth; (6) The horse has not had abdominal or joint surgery; (7) Title of horse is free from all adverse claims of ownership, use, or possession and the Seller agrees to defend title against all claims.

# 9 BROODMARES

No guarantees are made by the Auctioneer, any representative thereof, or consultants for, regarding pregnancy status, eventual foaling, or fertility of any horse of ered for sale. Final pregnancy status on broodmares will be announced at the time of sale on the Seller’s behalf and will take precedence over printed material in the catalog or in advertising. Any contractual agreements between owners of broodmares in the sale and owners of stallions to which these mares may have been bred are strictly between the Buyer and the Seller.

# 10 CATALOG AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

Buyers are cautioned to pay close attention to announcements from the auction block regarding changes in the sale catalog, as such announcements take precedence over printed material. The accuracy of all information in the catalog is the sole responsibility of the Seller, as is the certainty that all announcements regarding catalog changes or warranties are made while the horse is in the auction arena. While certain information may have been procured by the Auctioneer from third parties on behalf of the Seller, it is nonetheless solely the responsibility of the Seller to verify the accuracy of such information and to make certain such changes are made public while the horse is in the auction arena. The Auctioneer, its representatives and consultants assume no responsibility or liability for errors or omissions, or for any verbal or written statement regarding the horse sold.

# 11 REGISTRATION CERTIFICATES

A. All original registration certificates, transfer reports, and/or applicable breeders certificates, and/or registration applications, will be held by the Auctioneer until the Buyer’s payment clears the drawee bank and becomes unconditional credit. Upon payment clearance, all applicable paperwork will be forwarded directly to the buyer from the Auctioneer.

B. Pending registration applications being processed by the appropriate registration agency at the time of sale will be returned from the agency to the Seller who shall in turn deliver to the Auctioneer. The Auctioneer will then forward the registration certificate and transfer report to the Buyer.

C. Original registration certificate and accompanying paperwork will be released to Sellers for horses not sold (buybacks), after all expenses are paid and the Seller’s payment has cleared the bank.

# 12 HEALTH

All horses in this sale have been required to have been tested negative for equine infectious anemia (coggins test). Additionally, all horses selling have been requested to have a health certificate issued to the auction grounds.
# 13 OTHER

A. Each horse consigned to this sale, or a substitute, must pass through the auction arena and all transactions must go through the sale office.

B. Hip numbers shall not be removed by the Seller or the Buyer while the horse is on the grounds.

C. All persons attending this sale do so at their own risk, and are urged to use caution while on the sale grounds.

NOTE: WARNING UNDER COLORADO LAW, AN EQUINE PROFESSIONAL IS NOT LIABLE FOR AN INJURY TO OR THE DEATH OF A PARTICIPANT IN EQUINE ACTIVITIES RESULTING FROM THE INHERENT RISKS OF EQUINE ACTIVITIES PURSUANT TO SECTION 13-21-119, COLORADO REVISED STATUTES.

D. Any item not covered in these Conditions of Sale shall be regulated according to the established customs and practices of professional auction management companies.

# 14 AUCTIONEER NOT AN AGENT

The Auctioneer, or any representative thereof, does not act as agent for nor represent the Buyer or Seller, but only provides a medium for bringing together the Buyer and Seller for the purpose of a sales transaction. In the event of any legal dispute between the Buyer and the Seller, the Auctioneer will occupy the position of a mere stakeholder and will be discharged from all obligations owing to the Seller or Buyer upon delivery of any property or funds held by the Auctioneer to the court having jurisdiction of such dispute.

# 15 DISPUTES CHOICE OF LAW

The laws of the State of Colorado and rules and regulations issued pursuant thereto shall be applied in the interpretation, execution, and enforcement of this contract. At all times during the performance of this contract, the Buyer and Seller shall strictly adhere to all applicable federal and State laws, rules, and regulations that have been or may hereafter be established. Venue for any action arising from or in connection with this contract shall be exclusively in the Colorado District Court in and for the City of Fort Collins, Larimer County, Colorado.

# 16 VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHY

By participating in or spectating in any Colorado State University Legends of Ranching Program Event, participant / spectator releases all rights to any photo or video being used for future promotion that contains their likeness.
Bar Rock-N-Bean
14339 WCR 74 × Eaton, CO 80615
(970) 590-5551 × 70bean@gmail.com

BOXO Quarter Horses
1605 390th Trail × Gordon, NE 69343
(308) 282-0496 × jeccaos@gmail.com
www.boxoquarterhorses.com

Creek Plantation
319 Steel Creek Road × Martin, SC 29836
(803) 584-3282 × boatwright.richard@yahoo.com
www.creekplantation.com

Four Sixes Ranch
1102 Dash for Cash Road × Guthrie TX 79236
(855) 674-6773 × gb@6666ranch.com
www.6666ranch.com

Haythorn Ranch Company
25497 E. Haythorn Road × Maxwell, NE 69151
(308) 520-4017 × ranch4@msn.com

Iron Springs Ranch
2384 County Road 9 × Model, CO 81059
(719) 469-8301 × ironspringsranch@gmail.com

Paint Rock Canyon Enterprises
P.O. Box 10 × Hyattville, WY 82428
(307) 469-2447 × calm1horses@gmail.com
www.hyattranch.com

Parker Ranch
66-1304 Mamalahoa Hwy × Kamuela, HI 96743
(808) 885-7311 × woo.k@pri-hi.com
www.parkerranch.com

Pitchfork Land & Cattle Company
P.O. Box 120 × Guthrie, TX 79236
(806) 284-2223 × brookshodges@hotmail.com
www.thepitchforkranch.com

Purina Animal Nutrition Center
100 Danforth Drive × Gray Summit, MO 63039
(800) 227-8941 × mljerina@landolakes.com
www.horse.purinamills.com

Rob A. Brown Ranches
P.O. Box 1196 × Stinnett, TX 79083
(806) 878-4673 × familhyheritage@afo.net
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranch Name</th>
<th>Address 1</th>
<th>Address 2</th>
<th>Phone 1</th>
<th>Phone 2</th>
<th>Email 1</th>
<th>Email 2</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saunders Ranch</td>
<td>4400 Old Dennis Rd.</td>
<td>Weatherford, TX 76087</td>
<td>(817) 992-4251</td>
<td><a href="mailto:thomassaunders5@gmail.com">thomassaunders5@gmail.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.saundersranch.com">www.saundersranch.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Spur Ranches</td>
<td>P.O. Box 714</td>
<td>Encampment, WY 82325</td>
<td>(307) 327-5550</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kyork@Spurranchestes.com">kyork@Spurranchestes.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.silverspurranches.com">www.silverspurranches.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singleton Ranches</td>
<td>90 SC Ranch Road</td>
<td>Lamy, NM 87540</td>
<td>(505) 490-1415</td>
<td><a href="mailto:singletonhorses@mac.com">singletonhorses@mac.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.singletonranches.com">www.singletonranches.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spur Cross Ranch</td>
<td>4320 Axtel Anceney Rd.</td>
<td>Bozeman, MT 59718</td>
<td>(406) 223-1959</td>
<td><a href="mailto:scrgeneralmanager@gmail.com">scrgeneralmanager@gmail.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.ingramquarterhorses.com">www.ingramquarterhorses.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Heart Ranch</td>
<td>41150 County Road G</td>
<td>Del Norte, CO 81132</td>
<td>(719) 850-3083</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 Cattle Company</td>
<td>5859 Quay Road BK</td>
<td>Tucumcari, NM 88401</td>
<td>(575) 403-7557</td>
<td>Horse Division (575) 408-0051</td>
<td><a href="mailto:t4cattlecollc@outlook.com">t4cattlecollc@outlook.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tee Cross Ranches</td>
<td>6611 I-25 North</td>
<td>Pueblo, CO 81008</td>
<td>(719) 227-9722</td>
<td><a href="mailto:t-crossranch@outlook.com">t-crossranch@outlook.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.teecrossranches.com">www.teecrossranches.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagonhound Land &amp; Livestock, LLC</td>
<td>1061 Poison Lake Road</td>
<td>Douglas, WY 82633</td>
<td>(307) 358-3413</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dewing@wagonhound.com">dewing@wagonhound.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.wagonhound.com">www.wagonhound.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Trail Horses</td>
<td>14710 Co Rd 26</td>
<td>Sterling, CO 80751</td>
<td>(970) 580-9081</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rita@kci.net">rita@kci.net</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.westerntrailhorses.com">www.westerntrailhorses.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sale Management**

**JOHN SNYDER**

(970) 491-8373

john.snyder@colostate.edu
The American Quarter Horse Association is committed to the promotion of the ranch horse. The Ranching Heritage Breeders program helps ranchers market their ranch-bred American Quarter Horses through opportunities like the Ranching Heritage Challenges, exclusive competitions for ranch-bred horses.

The horses that come from Ranching Heritage Breeders uphold the tradition and heritage of the working cattle ranch, and when horses are purchased from a Ranching Heritage Breeder, that great tradition continues.

For more information about AQHA’s ranching programs and to apply to become a Ranching Heritage Breeder, visit www.aqha.com/ranching.